
Hunter's Bounty

	The Toshin world of Yotire, long since declared the new homeworld since the Apocalypse War nearly three centuries ago, possesses the most intricate security force in all the colonies. It has to, as the leader of the Toshin people, the Grand Admiral of the KIRA organization and primary political figure, resides there in the massive twin towers of KIRA HQ, deep in the heart of the capital city, Lopwa.
	However, this tale takes place in a different city. Far from the steamy jungles that surround Lopwa, Kyoko City is nestled against the southern face of the Wingback mountain range, hovering in a temperate climate and facing the full brunt of rains brought on by the winds across Yashori Bay to the south and west. Due to the mountains on the northern and eastern sides, the only way into Kyoko City is across the massive, twenty-mile long suspension bridge, leading to Shinturi on the Yasu peninsula. Then, there always is monorail and air travel, Kyoko City boasts one of the most advanced spaceport and rail stations on the planet.

---

"We're pinned down!"

"Where's our backup? We're taking casualties!"

"Team Bravo's delayed. The winds are too strong for choppers. Hang in there, Alpha."

Today, it seems that the KCPD has cornered one of the more dangerous criminals based in Kyoko, Durma Kuroko, an arms dealer. He had based himself in a warehouse near the docks, and currently had the police pinned down with a pair of tripod-mounted auto guns. Every time one of the officers came out of hiding, the twin .50 caliber cannons sprayed the area until he dove back under cover or stopped moving - and living. Normally, the former would be preferable to the latter.

In the upstairs office, Durma smiled insidiously through the bulletproof window overlooking the chaos below. He was tempted to set up a third gun, just to make things more interesting for those meddling cops. Turning from the spectacle, he checked over his packed bags. No reason to get cocky: the auto guns only carry so much ammunition, after all.

There was an explosion, and Durma's ears perked. Had the officers destroyed one of the auto cannons? No, impossible... That was too loud... A sudden, cracking pain shattered the lapine's thoughts as the heavy butt of a pistol cracked against the base of his skull. With a quiet groan, he fell to the floor, unconscious, at the feet of a figure in a trench coat, lowering its weapon. "Down, boy. Good boy." a male voice muttered.

"Now that the fun part is over... Durma Kuroko, I place you under bounty arrest. You have the right to remain silent, yadda, yadda, blah, blah, blah." Slapping a pair of heavy cuffs on the immobile rabbit's wrists was a simple matter. "You know the drill. Don't do anything stupid and I wont put you out of my misery. You're worth more to me alive."

Just then, a pair of Kyoko City Police burst into the room, leveling their weapons and shouting "FREEZE!" in unison. Both were suddenly surprised to see the trench coated mink holding Durma up by his collar.

"Gene DeLovarin? What are you doing here? This is strictly a police matter!" a deep voice boomed, as chief Brunski shouldered past the two other officers. The large bear was easily half again taller then the smaller mink, and glared down at him past a nice, fat cigar. His uniform was well kept, though his sidearm wasn't drawn and he wore no cap.

"There is a bounty on this man." DeLovarin stated bluntly, without faltering, "I'm collecting." A smirk, "Your lackeys were a little too slow today, Cabel."

"That's Chief Brunski to you, DeLovarin!" the larger man spat, "Turn him over to us or I'll have you arrested for obstruction of justice!"

"Stop posturing. You're such a sore loser." With that, Gene shouldered Durma's body and pushed his way out of the office.

"One of these days, DeLovarin! One of these days!" Chief Brunski shouted after him.

--

Meet Gene DeLovarin, bounty hunter. No-one knows his past, or his desires for the future. His reputation indicates that he's very calm under fire, but very skilled in his trade. He never fails a bounty he sets after, which is usually the one worth the most money at the time. Today, he's given himself a nice, healthy one hundred thousand credits for the capture of Durma Kuroko, known arms dealer.

Shoving the apartment door closed behind him, Gene hung his heavy coat on the wall. This would keep him in food and rent for a few months, but credits don't go as far as they used to these days. "Solaris," he stated. The room's lights came flickering on, "Run a search on BOUNTYNET. Check for anything around... ehh... fifty thousand." There was a beep, and the old laptop screen began running down a long list of yellow text. Gene fetched himself a drink and flopped into an armchair, popping the tab and taking a drink as he watched names and prices slide by.

Half an hour later, he leaned back, rubbing his eyes, "Nothing at all." he muttered. "Run it again, just to be sure, then try a search on anything around 100 thousand." There was another beep. And immediately, a quiet klaxon sound that caught Gene's attention quickly. "What have we here? Bring that one up, Solaris. Let's have a look..."

Name: Aki Shizouka
Bounty Reward: 100,000,000c
Client: Mr. X

"One hundred million, eh? What'd this Shizouka woman do?" The screen blipped and pulled up a public bio of the character in question. Along with a picture of a young skunk woman, with dyed fur. Glasses over green eyes, somewhat wild dyed hair, she was kind of cute in a nerdy sort of way. She seemed to like purple.

Name:			Aki Ikhari Shizouka
Age:			23
Gender:		Female
Race:			Skunk
Serial Number:		537-33-6345-3
Profession:		Scientist - Field: Biotechnology
Last known address:	<Marked Private>
Phone:			<Marked Private>
Fax:			<Marked Private>

"What?!" Gene spat out his drink, "A scientist? An easy job with a high payoff!" Standing, he grabbed his coat and gun belt, "Don't wait up, Solaris. I'm getting on this tonight."

As the door shut behind him, the laptop beeped appreciatively. The apartment lights flickered, shutting off. The only light remaining came off the small computer's screen, as it ran through lines of text. After a moment, the screen dimmed as well, leaving the room in darkness.

--

In Kyoko City, there is a KIRA base, right on the waterfront known as ComTrans. Publicly, it's known as a communications hub for KIRA information networks, and a transport hub of small monorails that travel throughout the city's middle levels to shuttle KIRA personnel to and from the station as well as long-haul monorails to other KIRA installations worldwide. What the public doesn't know is its connection to the top secret Subsurface Biological/Electrical/Radiological Test Laboratory, commonly referred to as SBERTL.

Fifty feet below the water, a streamlined tram followed along a rail leading it deep into the bay. Three figures sat inside, all wearing lab coats - Two over standard deep blue KIRA research division uniforms, one over civilian clothing. The first was an old looking badger, glaring through a pair of spectacles perched on his nose. Second was a prim young vixen, rather new to the outfit. And the third - The civilian - was a skunkette; her fur dyed a lovely purple color instead of the standard black. She watched the badger through thinly framed glasses, over green eyes.

“Dr. Mishino, is the project on schedule?” the older man gruffed, shifting in his seat.

“Yes, Professor. Project Rejuvenation is proceeding as planned.” The vixen said cheerfully, “We’ll be ready to test the delivery system at the projected date.” She turned a critical eye on the skunkette, “That is, if Shizouka can complete the microbe on time.”

“I'm actually ahead of schedule, thank you, Mishino.” The skunkette stated firmly. “It should be ready in just a week or so. If all goes well, I should be finished with plenty of time left before deadline.” Frowning at her co-worker, Doctor Shizouka turned back to the Professor, “Professor Mynarski, why exactly does KIRA want Project Rejuvenation? It seems to me that it would do far better if implemented publicly.”

“I’m sorry, Aki,” Mynarski sighed, shaking his head, “but that is above your level of clearance.”

“But not higher then Mishino’s? That’s not possible, I have more…”

“Aki,” the badger cut in. Shizouka silenced immediately, “It’s best you not worry about things like this right now.” He reached out, patting her shoulder gently. He offered a grandfatherly smile, “Just mind your task. All will be revealed soon enough, hmm?”

Aki backed down, resting her hands in her lap. She watched the seabed come up slowly through the Kleersteel floor of the tram. Even then, she could see Sera Mishino’s smug look reflecting off the semitransparent metal. The trip always took half an hour, from base to the SBERTL station. And another half hour going back. Passing the time was taken up by conversation, or watching through the gloomy waters of the bay to try and see some of Yotire’s unique sea life.

Occasionally, that sea life would chew through the tram rails, and the trip would take even longer, but that was a rare occurrence, and easy enough to fix these days. Bigwigs down at KIRA were talking about building a public underwater tram system, and underwater cities to help manage the massive overpopulation problem that's been developing these past years. Aki sniffed lightly. Underwater is no place for civilians, and most military personnel would oppose being crammed into a tin can on the bottom of the nearest lake.

In the gloom of the bay floor, bright flood lamps began to filter through. The massive girth of SBERTL slipped silently into view, a shadow against the night, fringed in running lights. From this angle, it looked almost like a giant cigar, though Aki knew it was more of an oval then that. Like a giant, somewhat flat egg. As the tram neared, a pair of doors slid open, allowing the sleek vehicle to enter without hindrance. A grinding sound resounded as the tram slowed to a stop, followed by a gurgling whoosh when the water was flushed out of the lock. More doors opened, and the tram rolled slowly into the main docking area. 

A large room, the largest in the station next to the labs. The floor consisted of catwalks over water, in which a few personal submarines floated. The catwalks themselves were set up to take four trams at once, though there was only ever one at a time.

Unlike previous governments, like the Aissur uprising, KIRA preferred not to pinch pennies when building its installations. The SBERTL facility was made completely out of Ferro-Titanium, the same ultra-dense composite used as armor on the fearsome Valkyrie assault MCAs. With a small sigh, Aki stood, gathering her papers and exiting the tram. First, she would need to go through a battery of security and identity checks.

Sigh. Sometimes KIRA’s too thorough…

---

“So… project Rejuvenation is on schedule?” The dark figure stated quietly. All that was visible through the glare of the great windows behind him were a pair of eyes, and the hint of slicked hair glinting in the shadow of the high-backed chair he reclined in.

“Yes, sir.” Sera Mishino's image stated, folding her arms behind her back. “I should be able to get the primary component to you in ten days, at the most.”

Perfect, pointed teeth revealed themselves in a broad, sinister smile. “Excellent. See that you are not discovered.” A manicured finger stabbed the cutoff switch before Mishino could respond, ending the transmission.

---

“Thirty, and not a credit more.” Gene muttered, crossing his arms. He was down on the docks of Kyoko City, and he was growing rather annoyed with the little man he was dealing with.

“A minisub like mine doesn’t come cheap. Fifty, or no deal.” The rat sneered. “Unless you think you can find someone else with my style of sub.” With that, Gene’s patience disappeared. A quick, discreet movement placed the twin barrels of his shotgun against the rat’s stomach.

“Here’s an idea. I take it for free and you get a free trip to the morgue. Seems like a fair trade to me.” He said calmly. The rat looked down, swallowing. He looked up again with a strained grin.

“Th-thirty thousand sounds fair to me…”

“Ten.”

”Sold! Just please don’t pull that trigger…”

Gene nodded, flicking a credit chit at the rodent in exchange for the activation card to the little black-colored sub floating a few meters down the dock. Turning, the mink tucked his weapon away and strode to the vehicle. 

It was a small, two-person vehicle, perhaps only three or four meters long, with a single piloting window and a wide hatch on the underside which extended about three feet from either side of the bulkhead. The perfect tool for the perfect job. Now all Gene needed was information.

--

“The Shizouka woman? Just about every bounty hunter on the continent is after her.” Sykes said quietly.

“Look, Sykes, I don’t care. I just need to know where this installation she works in is located. Exactly. I also need plans of the base and as much information as you can get me on the security grid.”

“I have most of what you're asking for. But it’s not going to be cheap.” The fox stated grimly, leaning back and folding his arms. “Ten thousand, easy, but we’ve been friends for a long time, so I’ll cut you a deal for seven.”

“I knew you’d come through for me.” Gene grinned somewhat, leaning back as well. They were in a dark apartment close to the docks, a place where Gene knew he could always find his old comrade from their days in KIRA. The mink had left the organization on his own, after his friend, Josef Sykes was forced to retire because of his arm. Or lack thereof, as the case may be. Since then, Josef started collecting information for all types of people, while Gene went into hunting criminals for cash. Gene typed the numbers into a chit and handed it over, “I still have to find out where you get this stuff, one of these days.” He stated.

“Now, now, Gene.” Sykes muttered, taking the chit with a metallic whirr from his replacement limb, “Some secrets are best left alone. Just be careful. The bounty on the Shizouka woman is only viable if she’s still alive. She’s worthless dead.” The fox grinned slightly, “I’d hate to see you go through all the work of hunting her down for nothing, after all.”

“Right. See you around, maybe.” The mink rose, nodding once to his compatriot before leaving the apartment complex entirely. Sykes had grown quite jaded in the years following his injury. But lately, he had a little more bounce in his step. Gene couldn’t help wondering why for a few moments before he put it into the back of his mind. He still had a job to do. He made his way back to the docks, and the submarine waiting for him there.

---

“Test four-two-five delta, initialize on my mark…” Aki murmured, watching the screen carefully. It showed a small collection of radioactive isotopes. “Three… two… one… Mark!” There was a hissing noise, and a thin vapor formed inside the small canister.  On the screen, large-looking microbes encroached on the isotopes and devoured them. After a few moments, the microbes that feasted had died. “Radiation level?”

“Radiation level at 0.1%.” the computer replied. Aki smiled and turned away, adding this to her status report.

“The Gamma-series Microbe has been tested successfully fifty out of fifty times, in varying conditions ranging from underwater to thin atmosphere. I feel I can safely say that it has been perfected.” She spoke as she wrote, “I shall give a presentation tomorrow evening to demonstrate the effectiveness to the KIRA officials that should be arriving tonight.” She leaned back and thought quietly, saving the file and sending it on its way with the more technical data. After a long moment, she piped up, “Isis?”

“Yes, Doctor Shizouka?” the computer responded.

“Access the plans for the Gamma Microbe. Bring up DNA sequence Theta 452.” The computer did as it was told, bringing up the desired strand. Nodding once, Aki tapped the screen, “Remove DNA combination sequence 632-Theta through 640-Theta.” The strand phased out.

“Warning. Removal of these sequences will disable the Gamma Microbe’s ability to reproduce.”

“I know.” She slipped a disc into her console, “Replace the missing strands with this sequence.” The computer complied, and Aki leaned back, “Run simulation 42b.”

The simulation ran, and the microbes did their work, but didn’t reproduce. They also, she noted, didn't die off as quickly. “Introducing catalyst C-2.” The computer announced. And suddenly, the little things began to multiply, as they never had before.

“Great. That increases productivity considerably… At the old rate, it would take hours to neutralize even a single drum of waste.” Aki smiled, “Save that as the primary nodule.”

“Affirmative. Begin construction of catalyst?” Aki shook her head. Sensors recorded the action and interpreted it. “Warning. Lack of Catalyst will prevent Gamma-series Microbes from reproducing.”

“Don’t worry, Isis. I can make this catalyst if it’s required…”

---

"Engines are in working order... pressure tests shows no leaks... Air tanks full, fuel tanks full, spare ammo, body armor, and a sack lunch." Gene recited quietly with a grin, "With the speed on this thing, I should reach that base in about fifteen minutes." He leaned back in the pilot's seat, "I'll depart tomorrow, noon-ish... yeah..." He absently fingered a control, and the seat back lowered to a more horizontal orientation. Gene folded his hands behind his head, closing his eyes. With a faint grin, and dreams of wealth, the bounty-hunting mink dozed off.

--

The morning found Gene a few hundred feet underwater. Piloting the minisub was simple enough, and he opted to follow the tram rails to the installation rather then rely on his own navigation skills and a handful of coordinates. The darkness down here staggered him, though he retained his resolve, and opted to keep the sub's external lights off to keep from being spotted by the trams that passed below from time to time.

As he drew closer to the installation itself, he narrowed his eyes, breaking off from the tram rails and bringing his submarine underneath SBERTL's rounded hull. A large circular Farrellite air bubble, by the looks of things, anchored to the floor of the bay with thick uncharged Ferrite pylons that allowed the installation enough freedom not to take damage from earthquakes.

He followed the hull for several yards, bracing himself and turning his minisub upside down. Finding the place he wanted, he cut the engines and loosed some ballast, resting the odd protrusion on the sub's belly against SBERTL's hull. Gene flicked a switch, anchoring the sub there. An auto-welder sealed the egress hatch to the installation, simultaneously carving an opening for him to exit through.

This took several minutes, so Gene occupied himself with reloading his pistol, then stuffing a handful of assorted shotgun shells into his coat's inner pocket. He checked his clips as well, nodding once. This will do against what Sykes's information said about the security setup. He knew the security force consisted mostly of low-grade troops with little training, armed with pistols similar to his own. He grinned.

Hell, if I run out of ammunition, I can just use theirs. The sorry bastards.

Nodding once, Gene braced himself, pulling the belly hatch open and thrusting his hands upward. The welder-weakened Farrellite snapped at its edges, allowing him to push it up and aside easily. As he pulled himself through, he noted the edges were still warm to the touch.

He found himself in a corridor, dimly lit and likely not used often as one of SBERTL’s lowest levels. With no sign of guards, he took this moment to recheck his pistol, keeping it in hand as he moved further into the installation proper.

The first bend found him facing the backs of two uniformed security troopers. The pair moved casually on their patrol, chatting quietly. Likely, Gene mused, they were late in their watch and trying to pass the time until their relief arrived. Chuckling to himself, the mink shifted from hiding, moving closer at an even pace.

One of them must have heard his footsteps, because he paused and glanced over his shoulder. Blinking in surprise, he whirled. His partner followed suit, going for her weapon, but Gene had already raised his pistol.

“I’m sorry, I appear to have taken a wrong turn.” His face split into a grin at their shocked expressions, and he pulled the trigger. The leftmost soldier let out a shout, collapsing near-instantly.

“Bastard!” her partner shouted, snatching his firearm from its holster. Before he got a chance to level the weapon, Gene fired again. An angry spang echoed off the corridor’s walls as the guard’s pistol ripped itself from his hands. Slowly, Gene raised his free hand, wagging his finger slowly from side to side.

“Now you’re going to be smart,” Gene stated calmly as he closed the gap between them, “And you’re going to tell me where the research decks are.”

“Go to hell, punk,” the guard muttered, clutching his hand. The bullet ripping his pistol away like that had likely broken a finger or two.

“Oh, that’s a given. Besides, I already know where I want to go. I just figured I’d give that a try.” Gene replied with his usual grin, “Why don’t you put in a good word for me?” He forced his firearm against the guard’s forehead and pulled the trigger.

--

Aki murmured quietly to herself as she worked. Equations and models, DNA sequences, test results. All of this and more swam through her vision as she skimmed through monitors. She didn’t notice the red klaxon-lamps blaring in the corridors outside her soundproof lab, nor did she notice the security troopers jogging past the Kleersteel observation window.

“Isis?” she piped up after a moment, “Are you ready for the dump?”

“Affirmative, Doctor.” The computer’s optic lamp pulsed faintly from its mount in the wall, “I will be ready to upload the selected information into the storage media you’ve indicated in approximately two minutes.”

“Great. Start it when you’re ready.”

“Understood.”

“And Isis?”

“Yes, Doctor?”

“I want you to purge your memory after the dump.” Aki glanced at the optic node, noting the pulse remained unchanged. “Remove all data related to this project.”

“Understood.”

The computer’s nonchalant approach to effectively brainwashing itself left a bad taste in Aki’s mouth, and she pushed it out of her mind. It just seemed wrong that Isis wouldn’t at least ask ‘why’ to such a thing, even if ‘she’ was just a computer program.

A whining hum in Aki’s ears heralded the start of the data dump, and she closed her eyes.

I never get used to this…

--

An attractive skunkette, certainly. With her back to the soundproof glass, Gene could only see her slim legs, lab coat, and that large puff of dyed tail. As she worked, typing quickly at a computer terminal, he found himself hesitant. He realized why a moment later. With the klaxons blaring over his shoulder, and the half-dozen dead or dying guards behind him...

His pistol clip was empty. Reloading it, not taking his eyes off his mark, the mink leveled his weapon at the thick window, adjusted his aim, and fired three rounds. The first and second slugs didn't even penetrate. Lodged in the glass for half a second, creating dual spiderwebs of cracks. The third round shattered the window entirely, and now the klaxons and shouts and gunfire could be heard in the tiny clean-room Aki was working in.

"The name's Gene," the bounty hunter stated as he leapt through the opening, "And I'll be your kidnapper today." Aki had whirled and froze in place, like a deer seeing headlights in the dark. As Gene scooped her up under one arm, she panicked. "Relax. If I kill you, you're not worth all this trouble." He turned about, pistol raised, and lugged his shrieking cargo out the way he came in.

"Put me down! I haven't done anything wrong!" she pleaded, "You have no idea what you're doing! My research-"

"Look, lady," Gene interrupted, "I will put you down, and you're going to do just what I say. If you run, I don't have any problem blasting your kneecaps out." He placed her feet on the deck, forcing her chin up to peer darkly into her frightened eyes, "Understand?"

"...Fine..." she murmured, jerking her face away from his.

"Good." He nudged her with his weapon, "Take me to the sub bay. Now."

"No."

"...Excuse me?" Gene growled, jabbing her side with his pistol again, "What did we just agree on? Sub bay. Now."

"No." She turned her head towards him, "Security teams are all over that place by now. You should take the tram if you want to get out of the installation." Aki assumed he wouldn't trust her, and would opt for the sub bay regardless - Which was, in fact, likely crawling with security. She somehow managed not to smirk to herself, trying to trick him like this. Her blood turned to ice when the mink spoke.

"Fine. The tram. Move."

--

The skunkette did try to bolt once along the way, leaping suddenly aside into a grav-lift. Gene snatched her arm before the doors closed, preventing her hasty escape. Since that incident, he opted to bind her hands with a length of nylon rope he produced from his jacket. One end held her wrists together, the other was tied firmly to his belt.

Teams of two or three security guards patrolling for the intruder lurked around every bend, inciting violent - though quick - firefights. The obvious skill Gene wielded with his pistol, as well as the element of surprise, ensured a relatively safe transit for the captor and captive from the labs to the tram deck. However, somewhere along the way, someone must have figured out where the mink was dragging his defiant charge.

A brief glance around the final corner was rewarded with a shout and a spray of automatic weapons fire. Gene counted eight before he ducked back behind the bulkhead, tucking his pistol away and removing a sawed-off shotgun from the folds of his coat. He popped the stock, inspecting the dull blue shells with a smirk.

"Keep your head down." he stated over his shoulder, "It's worth too much." Without waiting for a response, he arced the stubby weapon around the corner and fired both barrels. The explosive roar echoed off the narrow corridors and Ferro-Titanium walls for several seconds, drowned out in the end by several cries of shock and pain. Gene withdrew the weapon, popping the spent, smoking shells out. He let them hit the deck at his feet as he tucked it away, drawing his pistol once more. "Stay."

"Easier said then..- Done!" The skunkette's reply was cut off by her own surprised yelp. As her captor rolled out into the corridor, the rope binding her hands yanked her roughly off her feet and into the open. She landed hard on her knees and elbows with a cry more of surprise then pain. Her sudden appearance made the remaining guard hesitate, and he paid for it with his life with thanks to the hollow points from the mink's pistol.

"I said stay put." Gene grunted as he stood. Yanking Aki to her feet by the rope, he shoved her towards the doors, "Open them."

Covering her mouth and nose with her hands, the skunkette gingerly picked her way around the horrid mess left by the explosive earlier. Trying her best to ignore the gore surrounding her, she pressed her bound hands to the reader.

The doors slid open with a faint hydraulic hiss. No gunfire echoed off the bulkheads. No shouts of alarm. Only the dull klaxons and repeated 'Intruder Alert' announcement greeted the pair to the tram deck.

--

"Okay..." Aki stated, rubbing her wrists where the strap was, moments ago, "What's going on?"

"Money." Gene grunted, idly reloading a pistol clip while glaring darkly at the murky seawater outside the tram. It motored quietly towards the surface, carrying the pair towards the city.

"I don't understand," She seated herself, folding her hands in her lap, "Please, explain?"

"What's to explain?" The mink slapped the fresh clip into his pistol, casting a scowl at a random sea creature as it slid past the window, "Your face is all over BOUNTYNET with a hundred million credit price on it."

"But..." the skunkette seemed confused, "Why?" She shook her head, "I've never done anything wrong before."

"Not my problem." he muttered, tucking his pistol away and inspecting the popped stock of his sawed-off, "All I know or care about is getting you to the proper contact and getting my payoff." With a grim frown, he slid a pair of dull blue shells into the weapon, then snapped the barrels back into place. "Your head is going to set me up for life."

"There has to be a reason..." She lowered her chin to one hand in thought, "Unless.. No, there's no way..." Blinking at the inquisitive glance from the mink, she spread her hands as she tried to explain, "My research. My field is biology, and my research is about bioradioactive neutralization."

"Lady," Gene stated dully, "I only speak two languages. English and Bad English." He gestured to her with the muzzle of his shotgun, "Translate." He then slid the weapon into his coat.

"Well," Aki frowned, "I'm engineering microbes that absorb dangerous pollutants. Someone must want them."

"You're not telling me everything." the mink stated, "Such as why 'Mr. X' would want you kidnapped instead of just the research paperwork."

"There aren't any, for one," she shot back, "The data is stored in a minidrive in my head." She tapped her temple, "Research implants have been around for years. Didn't you know that?" She lowered her hand to her lap with a defeated sigh, "There's some more to it, but that's not important."

"Great." He stood, folding his arms and glaring at the steadily brightening water outside. That same critter slid by hesitantly. He shot a scowl at it, and watched it vanish into the gloom of deeper water again.

"Look," Aki glanced outside as well, "Why don't you just let me go and forget about this?"

"Not gonna happen."

"Then what are you going to do when we reach the ComTrans Hub?" She pointed out, "It's a KIRA installation."

"Military. Wonderful." He shot a scowl over his shoulder at her, "Trust me, I have a plan." He shifted his stance as the water outside vanished, replaced by a brief look at the underside of the Hub, then cold steel. The tram began to slow, then stopped. "This time, you run, I really will blast your knees out." He turned his back to her, "Do as your told and that won't happen."

"Okay..."

Once the doors opened, however, the whine of KIRA energy rifles filled the air. Some two dozen armored soldiers, surrounding a lone captain, had their weapons leveled on the tram's surprised occupants.

"Well," the captain stated firmly, "You're quite the sneak, aren't you?" He folded his hands, foxtail swaying menacingly, "Somehow, you've managed to infiltrate SBERTL, disable eighty percent of their security force, and steal a subsurface-surface transport."

Gene smirked at that, folding his hands behind his back.

"And yet, somehow you didn't expect KIRA to react to an attack on it's own installation?"

"Naturally." the mink replied in a condescending tone. Aki shot a worried look at him, then at the obviously ruffled officer.

"Your stupidity is staggering," the Captain snapped, "Bounty hunter trash, you're all the same." He raised his hand, preparing to give a signal, "Any last words before you both meet your maker?"

"Just two." Expression splitting into a grin, Gene added, "Hocus Pocus."

His wristwatch beeped...
	...And all hell broke loose.

Multiple explosions rocked the lower decks, knocking all but the mink off their feet. The lighting cut out, replaced quickly by the dim red emergency lighting. Klaxons blared to life, accompanied by the fire alarms, intruder alert sirens, and other chaos. The sprinklers overhead spurted, then began dropping pillars of fire-retardant foam.

All through this, Gene yanked Aki to her feet and dragged her by the wrist through the soldier mob as they struggled to regain their feet. The one who finally managed it was immediately knocked down again as the mink and skunk hurtled past. Gene shot an arm out to snatch the fallen trooper's energy rifle as he moved by.

"Warning! Warning! Intruder Alert!" "Fire Alert! Fire Alert! Level Six! Level Ten! Level Eight! Level Two! Level Nine!" "Chemical Spill on level Four!" "Radiation Leak Detected! Warning! Radiation Leak Detected! Level Three!" Every computer terminal the pair passed in their flight displayed the words 'Screw You!' over and over, scrolling endlessly up the screen one line at a time.

"The main entrance is no good!" Aki shouted through the noise. Gene stopped, shooting a glare back at her.

"Why are you being so helpful?" he demanded, "It's the same stunt you pulled back in the sub-station." He pulled her close, "You're not fooling anyone, damnit, so stop trying."

"Ugh!" She yanked her hand from his, rubbing her wrist, "If you hadn't noticed, they're gunning for us both now. I hate to admit it, but I think it's safer with you then with KIRA right now." She leaned forward, "Look, during an Intruder Alert, the entire station goes into Lockdown. The only way out is if we hack the blast doors into the MCA factory on this level."

"Wonderful." Gene hefted his new rifle, "Lead the way." He didn't seem too content with saying that, but he didn't have much choice. For now the woman with the expensive dye job was in charge.

--

To Gene, the hub's interior was a maze of corridors, complicated by the chaos created by his little diversion and by roaming patrols of soldiers searching for the two escapees. Rather then confront superior firepower as he had in SBERTL, however, Gene opted to evade these roving parties. His newly acquired energy rifle wouldn't have much trouble punching through even the armor worn by KIRA troopers, but losing his paycheck in the crossfire was a risk he wasn't willing to take.

Bends and turns later, Aki led him at last to a large foyer of marble and steel. The windows were sealed with armored panels, and massive blast doors blocked the entrance itself. Growling, Gene kicked an empty receptionist's chair some distance across the glossy tiles.

"A dead end?" he shouted, "Are you sure you even know where the hell we are?"

"Calm down!" Aki snapped back, pulling up a remote console, "This is the right way. Give me some time to override the doors."

Shouts and the sound of boots running in step drew Gene's attention back towards the corridor. Ears flat, he raised his rifle.

"That's a commodity we're a bit short on." He reared back, slamming his foot into a desk. The force tipped the heavy furniture piece on its front, the thick hardwood top towards the smaller doors leading deeper into the installation, "Find some cover. Now." He crouched behind his makeshift blockade. He followed Aki with his eyes as she wedged herself into the alcove beside the larger doors she was trying to open, nestled neatly out of sight save her violet and white-striped plume.

"You might want to hurry up with that door." Gene stated, peering over the desktop, "This won't last long against energy weapons."

"Five minutes!" Aki shouted without looking up, "Just give me five minutes!"

"Arm rifles!" a shout from down the corridor ordered. It sounded like that captain from earlier, only much more pissed off. That thought made Gene grin. He kept low, peeking around the side of his makeshift cover. He knew well enough that any desk, no matter what it was made of, wouldn't hold up for more then a second under fire from KIRA energy rifles. The same type he held, and all KIRA soldiers carried. This promised to be interesting, at best.

The first person he saw, however, wasn't in a KIRA uniform, but one he'd never seen before. An affair of dark blue shirt and black pants, topped off with a matching beret. The person wearing it was a heavyset boar, wielding a thick clear riot shield in one hand, and an automatic needlegun in the other. Gene noted quickly that the shield bore the double-helix 'T' serpent of Termini Industries.

Needleguns, though. Child's play compared to KIRA rifles. A submachine gun-style weapon known to fire in a cone. The projectiles are commonly barbed needles, some three or four inches long depending on the make of the weapon itself. Deadly against soft targets, but any solid object stops them cold. Like steel plates, hardsuits, or hardwood desks.

With a smirk, Gene rose and fired. The boar, some sort of high-ranking officer, dropped with a shout of warning. The lioness behind him wasn't quite as quick. The lance of blue bored through her shield, drilling a hole through her shoulder and into the wall behind her. A spray of blood accompanied the bolt.

"Energy weapon!" the 'chief' shouted, raising his needler from where he landed on the floor, firing a burst. Gene dropped quickly, listening to the satisfying patter of needles boring into the wood at his back. "Break formation, fan out! Cover! Cover!" Other needlers joined the firefight, launching bursts of fine-tipped death.

"Typical." Gene muttered to himself. A standard police tactic against terrorists with military arms. He's seen it often enough in his line of work, and he knew just how to counter it. Without risking his head to aim, he thrust his rifle out into the open, firing wildly in several directions. Shouts rewarded his efforts, and a small explosion. "We need that door, damnit!" he shouted over his shoulder.

Aki winced, spines ricocheting off the frame at her back, working franticly at her console. Shouts of surprise following gene's wild cover fire made her huddle tighter. She tried to turn her ears off to the explosion, the single agonized shriek and the cries of "Man Down!"

Gene lashed out with the rifle once more, firing wildly. Shouts heralded a cease in the crossfire, and the mink took this second to rise, still shooting, and back his way to the sealed doors. He picked his shots carefully, firing at any attacker that risked losing cover for a chance to get off a shot. He felt his back touch the cold steel of the doors. And just as suddenly, they weren't there anymore.

Thrusting her console to the floor, Aki rushed past him, covering her ears, eyes squeezed tightly shut. Gene backed through after her, just in time for the massive portal to slide closed with the roar of hydraulics. It sealed itself with a hiss. When the noise faded, the angry beeping of Gene's rifle became evident. Frowning, he cast it aside. Out of power.

"I fried the control..." Aki murmured, "They won't be able to follow us."

"Good." Gene stated with a grunt. He turned to peer down the silent corridor beyond. "Come on."

--

The large passageway lead through an abandoned foyer and into a high-hung catwalk system. Below, the assembly lines lay silent, various models of KIRA MCAs resting in equally various states of incompletion.

"This could be useful.." Gene muttered to himself.

"It always amazes me when I come through here," Aki stated quietly, "It's even more interesting when the machinery is online."

"I assume the completed units are stored near the end of the line?" the bounty hunter asked. He waited for a few seconds, before glancing at his mark with a frown, "Well?"

She said nothing, covering her mouth with her hands and taking a step back, away from him. Gene dropped his arms to his sides, an eyebrow lowered.

"...There's something really bad behind me, isn't there?"

The sound of servos told him to move, so he did. A leap forward, even as a massive taloned hand crashed down right where he was seconds ago. The catwalk tore, metal planks squealing in protest. Aki clung to the far railing, screaming.

Gene landed hard on the warping metal, digging his fingers into the holes in the plating. Steel tore, and most of the catwalk section ripped out from underneath him. With a groan, he pulled himself to a more horizontal section. Below, he could see a sharp, angular black and yellow MCA casting the warped catwalk aside. He couldn't recognize the design.

"Aww," a distinctly oriental female voice echoed from the machine's external speakers, "You made me miss. But give me girl, you go alive, aiya?"

"Dream on," the mink sneered. Promptly, the war machine crouched, sliding a slim prod from a port on its upper leg. He responded by drawing his shotgun from within his coat. When the vicious MCA leapt, the prod expelling a plasma blade, he leveled his own twin-barreled weapon and unloaded both barrels at its upper torso. Not waiting to see the results of his attack, Gene whirled, scooping Aki over his shoulder and running.

"You can not win!" the female's voice echoed once more. The entire catwalk shuddered violently, sending mink and skunk to the floor. Gene whirled on impact, shooting a glance behind him and blinking in surprise.

The angular MCA had perched itself precariously on the catwalk like a large yellow and black spider, using its arms and legs to grasp at the stanchions, the walkway, and ceiling trusses. Black specks and dug-out pores dotted its face and chest, and he could see one of the slanted red optics was cracked down the center and unlit.

"Master had Hornet built to win!"

Gene flipped to his feet, yanking Aki upright shortly after and pointing behind him.

"Run!"

He wasn't far behind her, cracking open the stock of his shotgun. Ignoring the smoking blue shells, he replaced them with slick black ones. All around him, it seemed like an endless earthquake. He shot a glance over his shoulder, narrowing his eyes as the Hornet clambered after them like some sort of immense insect. Aki glanced over her shoulder as well, and Gene shouted at her again.

"Don't look back, keep running!"

"You can run!" The female pilot taunted, "But Hornet run faster!" Indeed, even hampered by the crouch it was forced to move in, the MCA was gaining quickly on the fleeing duo. Gene gritted his teeth, snapping his shotgun stock closed and whirling. He dug his heels into the grating, leveling the weapon with narrowed eyes.

"I've ... had... ENOUGH!"

The resulting blast knocked the braced mink clean off his feet, and he landed hard several feet away from where he was standing. The roar, like a sudden crack of thunder, echoed off the massive factory floor's walls, and the pursuing Hornet vanished in a ball of flame and smoke.

Metal squealed, and the planking shuddered under his feet as he regained them once again. Mink snatched skunk by the wrist and yanked her into a run again, as the catwalk sections began to collapse behind them.

Below, Gene could see the mangled Hornet, its head and most of its upper torso destroyed, pinned under girders and the collapsing sections of the catwalk it had been perched upon. It struggled to rise, but failed. Its remaining good arm squealed, buckling under the weight of all those tons of steel piling up on the machine's back.

And he grinned.

--

Once outside ComTrans, the transit through Kyoto City's underbelly was swift and dirty. Gene avoided crowds and police units, keeping to a winding tangle of back roads and alleys through which Aki couldn't hope to recall the route. When he suddenly pulled her into a shabby multistory building, she knew they'd arrived at where he was going.

And that destination happened to be what must have been his apartment. A three-room affair in very poor condition. Secondhand furniture dotted the rooms, chipped or torn. Outdated appliances and old glass windows blocked by the taller building across the ally. Empty pizza boxes and other take-out of ages as varied as their origins littered the floor, the tables and couches, stacked up in corners and heaped in what would probably have been a closet. It was probably for the best, though, Aki noted. What little of the actual carpeting she could see was soiled long past its original color.

In fact, the only new thing she could see when she first walked in was an old, reliable-looking laptop, displaying a list of updated BOUNTYNET ratings.

"Three rules." Gene stated, tossing his jacket onto a wobbly coat rack, "No noise. No cleaning. No messing with the Roach."

"The... Roach?" Aki blinked confusedly, head canted, "As in, a cockar-.." Her voice drifted off as a large insect with a body the diameter of a basketball, and at least four times as long, darted out of the closet-heap, snatched a fresh pizza box, and scurried back whence it came. After a moment, Aki stamped her foot, shooting a glance at Gene and pointing sternly at the insect's hiding place, "What in the name of God was THAT?!"

"The Roach." the mink answered simply. He kicked some boxes off a chair, flopping down in it with his pistol drawn. Rummaging around, he added, "Leave it alone. It pays half the rent." He grinned, removing a cleaning kit from the debris and opening it, "Here we go."

"Well..." She seemed uncertain, but swallowed and folded her hands, "I'm Doctor Aki Shizouka." A pause, before she added, "But I guess you probably know that already."

"Yup."

"What can I call you? 'Hey you' is pretty vague."

"Gene." the mink replied. Instantly, he grimaced at his own response. Introductions were never a good idea. On the other hand, she did save his skin, so he owed her that much at least.

"Gene.. And a bounty hunter?" The skunkette frowned thoughtfully for a moment, then snapped her fingers, "Gene DeLovarin, right? I've heard about you on the SNN." With a wry smile, she added, "Chief Brunski doesn't seem to like you."

"Old Cabel doesn't like anybody." Gene stated dully, dismantling his handgun deftly, "Now tell me why KIRA, Termini Industries, and this 'Mr. X' are after your research." Sliding a coarse brush into the barrel, he stated, "What's so important about biowhatzit whozitization?"

"Bionuclear Neutralization." She corrected. Glancing around, still standing, she bit her lip and asked, "Is it really safe to just sit here? They could find us."

"Only three people know about this place other then myself." Gene assured coolly, "You, and an old friend of mine."

"...And the third?" She blinked, glancing aside as the mink pointed at one of the walls without looking up from his firearm. Standing out against the creamy yellow wallpaper was a broad crimson stain.

"See that red spot?"

When Aki nodded slowly, he returned to his weapon.

"Anyway," the skunkette stated quietly, tugging off her lab coat and laying it over a vacant chair, "I'm one of two members of the team at SBERTL tasked with this project. The other is the AI I work with, Isis."

"Isis?" The mink lowered an eyebrow, "Your research isn't as secure as you think, then."

"No, Isis doesn't contain any of the information pertaining to the Gamma-series." Aki tapped her temple, "It's all in my research implant, remember? All the data and blueprints that form the primary ingredient for Project Rejuvenation."

"Wait," Gene interrupted again, "So Rejuvenation is real?"

"Let me finish, please." she folded her hands, "The goal of the project was to design a microbe with the sole purpose of neutralizing harmful pollutants and isotopes, even radiation in heavy solids such as Plutonium without outwardly damaging the irradiated material." She canted her head, gesturing, "To use the example of Plutonium, the end result would be a lump of heavy metal no more harmful to the Toshin body then steel."

"So it is real."

"Yes. There's a catch, though," She folded her hands again with a smug look. Taking the mink's incredulous glare as a queue, she continued, "I enhanced the reproductive abilities of the microbes to give them a longer lifespan and a faster reproduction rate. The cost of that is that, as they are normally produced, the microbes are not complete. They won't reproduce without the catalyst."

"At least one microbe in a given colony must absorb this catalyst. Once done, it mass-produces the material for other microbes to absorb, and the colony begins reproducing exponentially for a period of twelve hours. After which, the colony goes dormant again, or dies off, depending on the circumstances." She smiled smugly, "That catalyst is built into my DNA."

"Interesting." Gene muttered, peering down a freshly cleaned barrel, "I'm beginning to put things together now."

"Oh?" Aki seemed surprised, ears perked in interest, "What have you figured out?"

"For as intelligent as you probably are, lady, you sure are stupid." He gestured, "KIRA wants you and your toys to try and make weapons with it. Termini Industries definitely wants you and your pets so that sludge-diver Ryo Ishikawa can make even more money. And this 'Mr. X' is probably some right-wing 'Pollution Has Feelings Too' flunkie that wants to make you into an example to support his 'cause'."

"...Wow."

"It takes all types to post on BOUNTYNET."

"Project Rejuvenation was meant to help control pollution.." the scientist murmured, "I didn't approve of how secretive SBERTL officers was forcing us to be about its development..." She blinked, "Come to think of it, I don't think I ever saw any KIRA personnel from ComTrans inside SBERTL or vice-versa..."

"According to my contact," Gene murmured, slowly reassembling his pistol, "You are the only civilian that worked at that station. And one of about twenty people who ever left the premises. The place is beyond simply Top Secret."

"I had no idea..."

"No, you wouldn't."

"I never thought Rejuvenation would cause this much trouble." Aki murmured, shaking her head, "I thought Admiral Kageyama liked my proposed Project Resurrection, as well..."

"Resurrection, too?" Gene peered at her over his pistol as he aligned the sights, "You're very biblical with your research, aren't you?"

"This is not a matter for joking, mister DeLovarin!" the skunk stated sharply, "I designed the Gamma-series microbes to absorb and neutralize pollution, yes, and I designed them to be used here on Yotire..." She smacked her fist on the countertop, "But there's so much more we can do with them! They produce ozone, nitrogen, oxygen, and other trace gasses as natural waste."

"Terraforming? We can do that already."

"But only with planets already close to our environmental norm," Aki insisted, "To tell you the truth, I only had one thing in mind while I was engineering the Gamma-series." She closed her eyes, taking a deep breath, "Home."

"You ARE home."

"Yes," she nodded, "I am. But our civilization is homeless. I wanted to..." She opened her eyes, "...Rebuild our home."

--

He stood out on the rooftop, leaning against a support to some huge billboard. A freshly lit cigarette rested between his teeth, a half-empty bottle of beer dangling in one hand by the neck. He peered thoughtfully skyward, picking out stars through the thick smog overhead.

I shouldn't have brought her here. Damnit. DAMNIT! Damn rookie mistake.

Since hearing her out, the hundred million-credit mark Aki Shizouka didn't sit right with what warrants that kind of money. Her intentions with her discoveries, too, impressed him. To bring the Toshin race back to Toshi, still a class R world even after three centuries since it was bombarded and irradiated during the Great War.

He closed his eyes thoughtfully, skimming through his memory. He didn't need to worry about her running off in the night - She was sound asleep in his bed by now, which left him plenty of time to think. He knew why Ryo wanted this project - The same reason Gene wanted Aki: Money. But for some reason, KIRA's involvement didn't sit right. And neither did this shady 'Mr. X'.

With a shout, he hurled the bottle to his feet, relaxing at the sudden shattering of glass. This just didn't sit right at all. He was still missing a vital piece of information somewhere in the mix.

God, he hated that.

But what could it be?

--

He awoke to something he'd never experienced in the early morning. The thick, seductive scent of freshly brewed coffee. He found Aki brooding over a dark mug. Across from her was the Roach, sleeping under the pizza box it snatched the night before. Its spindly legs dangled limply over the edges of the kitchen table.

"Fascinating..." she murmured, taking a sip, "It doesn't seem to be any known species of insect..."

"It's the Roach." Gene stated simply. Grinning at her surprised jump, he leaned over to sniff at her cup, sternly adding, "You'd better have made enough for me."

"In the pot," came the hesitant reply.

"We need to talk," he muttered, pouring himself a mug of the thick black liquid, "This whole damn situation stinks of mystery."

"Well, yeah."

"I hate mysteries." He seated himself heavily, shoving the Roach off the countertop and propping his feet up where it was a moment ago. "What we do know is that two very influential organizations are after you - One wants you dead, and the other simply wants you - And neither are responsible for posting the price on your head."

The Roach landed heavily on its beetle-like back, waking up. Squawking loudly, it flailed its limbs until it righted itself, scampering out of the room. The rustle of cardboard in the other room suggested the insect retreated back into its garbage heap.

"Yes, KIRA wants weapons and Termini wants money." Aki gestured, "We covered that last night."

"We did." the mink muttered, rubbing his eyes with thumb and forefinger, "But I've been thinking, and I don't think it's as obvious as that. I can't say anything for certain until I know what the final piece is. I guess you'd call it a factor or something."

"Variable." she corrected, "Factors are in mathematics, not biology." She canted her head, "Though I assume you're talking about Mister X?"

"Bingo. I contacted him last night. We're going to some backwoods town to the north, called Hyaka."

"Hyaka?" She perked her ears, "I have a summer cabin up there. Beautiful view." She looked upwards wistfully, "You can actually see the stars at night out there, and on clear nights you can sometimes see the Energy Discharges."

"I'll stick with the city. It pays better."

"Honestly!" Aki shot a glare at the mink, "You don't have any romance in your soul at all, do you? Is money all you care about?"

"Touchie feelies don't pay the rent."

"...Touché." She let the topic drop, staring quietly at her brown-tinted reflection.

"We're leaving soon. Grab my spare jacket from the closet," Gene rose to his feet, downing the remainder of his coffee and placing the mug on the tabletop, "That lab coat is too easy to spot." He lowered an eyebrow, "Not that getting a surgical dye-job helps any."

"Excuse me?" Aki stood as well, placing her hands on her hips, "How was I supposed to know five years ago that I'd eventually be running from the government, the world's largest super-corporation, and all your bounty hunter friends?"

"Good question. Get the coat and I'll think on it." He smirked. With a huff, the skunkette turned about and moved off to fetch the garment.

--

The route between Gene's apartment and the monorail station was just as - If not more - convoluted and twisted then the flight from ComTrans the night before. Evading the daytime traffic, crowds, and the city police were one matter. However, Aki noted, several streets they passed sported a patrol of Civilian-grade MCAs called PatMechs. Large, bulky red and white MCAs used by the police force, mostly to control riots and terrorist activity.

But why are PatMechs out right now?

She ran that through her mind the entire journey, frowning as the end result of all her ponderings resulted in the same undesirable result. The police were looking for them as well, probably in tandem with KIRA troopers. She finally relaxed once the pair had acquired tickets and seated themselves on the monorail itself. The train to Hyaka was nearly empty this time of year, so the bounty hunter and hunted opted for seats near the back of the last car.

Once the train departed, Aki amused herself watching the cityscape slide by around and below through Kleersteel panels. As the monorail sped out of the city center, it drew closer to ground level, and the buildings slowly gave way to the vibrant mountain plant life that thrived in the absence of the big city's massive pollution and expansion.

She glanced across at Gene, boredly flipping through BOUNTYNET on his B-grade laptop, Solaris. Frowning, Aki turned her attention back to the landscape. But something odd there made her blink. She pressed her face to the glass to get a better look, before reaching over and tapping the mink.

"Gene, we're going way too fast." she stated quietly. The mink glanced up and out, frowning grimly.

"Very well done, Mister DeLovarin." A calm, chilling voice echoed over the PA system. The tone made the hairs on Aki's neck stand up.

"RYO!" Gene snarled, glancing upward. He shot a glare at Aki, slipping her a small radio and whispering, "Keep your head down." He stood, drawing his pistol from inside his coat and setting Solaris aside.

"Destroying my Hornet must have been difficult. But. I've sent some ... 'friends' to relieve you of a certain burden."

"Get dead, Ryo."

"I'm afraid that will be your job." the cold voice seemed slightly miffed at the mink's audacity, though it was difficult to discern. "Sergeant Martinez, you may proceed." The PA clicked off. Immediately, the car's forward door hissed open, admitting two Termini troopers, ducked behind their clear shields.

Leveling his pistol, Gene fired off three shots at the leftmost soldier. Two rounds impacted the shield side-by-side, the third tearing through between them in a spray of shattered plastic. The targeted feline grunted, dropping his needlegun and clutching at his throat. He fell against the closing door, sliding to the floor with a choked gurgle.

"Martinez!" the second shouted. She shot a glare at the mink, "Bastard!" Crouching behind her shield, she opened fire with her own needler. Gene dove quickly out of the line of fire. Crouching calmly as needles sliced through the cushioned bench in front of him, he removed a small device from his coat.

"Guess he should have called in sick today." he quipped, pinning the object to his collar and speaking coolly into it.

"That KIRA officer was right," the raccoon growled, moving slowly through the compartment, "You bounty hunters really are scum." She swiveled slowly, checking each bank of seats.

"Only when we're getting shot at," he added, "You're pretty cheeky, yourself." He chuckled, "You're not a grunt, are you?"

"I'm a sergeant," she answered, moving slowly still, peering from behind her bulletproof riot shield, "Why do you care?"

"Because," the mink stated calmly, "I don't play with small fry."

"Well, you're one to talk.." She hesitated, zeroing in on the source of his voice. Smirking quietly, she whirled around a seating cluster and leveling her needlegun at the occupant with a snarl, "Making mistakes like.. that?"

She found herself aiming at a huddled, violet-tinted skunkette. Slowly, Aki glanced up at the Termini trooper with a small smile, unclasping her hands around the transmitter she'd been given. Confused, the raccoon trooper suddenly found herself in a headlock. Gene held her firmly from behind, one arm folded tightly around her throat, the other grasping her firing arm at the wrist.

He swung her about easily, smashing her hand painfully into the upright bench supports until she released her grasp on the automatic weapon. Letting out a choked gasp, she dropped her shield as well, clutching uselessly at his arm to try and loosen his grip on her neck.

"Now we can have a civil discussion." Gene stated calmly. "Aki, get her weapon." He loosened his grip slightly, "I'm going to let you go. We're going to talk. Try anything and you'll end up like your friend. Understand?"

The sergeant nodded slightly, still gasping for air, though not as desperately as before. She followed the skunkette with her eyes, watching the woman pick up the discarded needler gingerly, holding it out at arm's length like a dead animal and offering it to Gene in that fashion. Once he had his hand on the weapon, Gene released the raccoon's throat, sliding the needlegun into his coat.

"So, uh.." He examined the nametag on the captive's uniform as she turned to face him, "Vasquez. I have only one question." He folded his arms, eyeing the defiant trooper sternly, "What, exactly, does Ryu Ishikawa want with MY hundred million credit paycheck?"

"Um, Gene.." Aki started, but he dismissed her when the raccoon spoke up.

"Termini Industries-.." Vasquez began, but Gene cut her off, cracking his knuckles.

"I don't give a damn about Termini Industries. What does Ryo want?"

"Well," she started again, somewhat ruffled, "I don't know."

"I think you do."

"Well you think wrong." the raccoon snorted angrily. Aki tapped Gene on the shoulder, and he whirled on her.

"What?" he demanded of the skunkette.

"We have a problem." she stated again, quietly.

"Guh." Deftly, he reached into his coat, pulling out his pistol and an extra clip. Without even looking, he thrusted the items into the scientist's hands. "Fine. Go fix it."

"Uh..." Aki seemed confused, holding the weapon and ammunition carefully - The way one would if they'd never handled one before. "Okay.." Holding the weapon close, she slipped the clip into her own coat's pocket and scurried past the gurgling corpse and out the compartment's forward door.

Watching her go, Gene then turned to Vasquez, arms folded.

"Now, tell me everything."

--

"It's all about information. Ryo knows all about Project Rejuvenation, from what I understand. He's got contacts all over Yotire, even in KIRA installations. I think he has some KIRA officers on his payroll as well. He's even been trying to get the Admiral in his pocket these past few years.".

Immediately past the doorway to the next car, Aki found herself forced to take cover under a spray of needles. She tucked herself against the underside of a stairwell, breathing heavily. This is exactly what Gene does every day... When the enemy fire ceased, she leapt from her cover, leveling the pistol he'd given her and firing wildly with her eyes squeezed tightly shut.

She only got off three rounds before the weapon's recoil knocked her off her feet, though when she opened her eyes, she received a brief vision of her attacker collapsing backwards over a railing in a spray of blood. Biting her lip as she stood, she edged gingerly around the body, picking up his weapon and moving forward through the train.

"Frankly, Ryo's crazy. He knows all about Project Rejuvenation and has details about Project Resurrection. He's even got some data on the stuff Doctor Shizouka's been working on, though I don't think he knows what to do with it yet. I do, however, think he's trying to stop Project Resurrection from happening."

Ducking behind a bench, Aki pulled her needler close to herself, pulling her body into a tight ball, eyes squeezed shut as needles ripped through the cushion and leather around her. She tried to control her breathing, failing miserably as she waited for a chance to fight back. What is this feeling? My heart's beating like crazy...

Gritting her teeth, she uncoiled like a violet viper, twisting and raising her weapon over the bench without exposing her face. She fired off a burst like that. Surprised shouts interrupted the crossfire, and weapons fire stopped for a second or so. Taking her chance, Aki leapt to her feet. Narrowing her eyes at the distasteful action, she sprayed down the far end of the cabin with needles. A shout of surprise and pain answered her weapon's angry rattle, accompanied by a second. The first voice wailed, and she could see the victim jerking behind his cover as her own weapon struck home. Shutting her eyes tightly, she tried uselessly to forget the horrid dance and spraying blood.

"He does want the Gamma-series microbes. I know that much. I've seen paperwork that suggests he's going to cultivate colonies and sell them to other corporations at inflated prices. He wants Doctor Shizouka to perfect the synthesis, or something."

Sliding against a doorframe, she slapped the control, waited a moment, then darted in. Needles ricocheted around her, tearing holes in her coat. She counted three troopers before she landed roughly on the steel floor and rolled into an alcove. Shutting her ears to the rattle of needlers, she reached her weapon around, firing blindly from under cover.

"Man down!" a female voice shrieked, accompanied by a pained groan and the dull thud of a body hitting metal. Chaos erupted at the far end of the cabin, and Aki leaned out below the level of the benches. Keeping her own weapon close to the deck itself, she fired in a low arc until the clip emptied.

Sparks shot off the deck where the firing cone touched the floor itself, heralding needles skipping off of it at different angles. Screams of pain and surprise rewarded her, setting her ears back and her eyes closed against the harsh sounds. How can he do this? How can he fight so calmly? This is so terrible... Slowly, she stood in time to watch the remaining two guards collapsing, clutching at the needles buried in their legs. Biting her lip, Aki moved past them without incident. At least this way they would live.

She broke into a run past the two injured and one casualty, dashing towards the control cabin in the front of the car.

"I think Ryo feels that if Toshi is re-colonized, it'll destabilize the economy and cost him a lot of money. Big companies like Termini Industries will have to broaden their bases, or face competition comparable to their own economic base forming there. But .. I think he's more afraid of the influence and political power he'd lose."

Breathing heavily, Aki tossed her needlegun aside, locking the door and kicking the Termini guard's corpse aside. She took a seat at the damaged controls with a slow sigh, swallowing heavily as she set to work crossing wires and circuits to try and bring the console online again. She could see the countryside whipping past below, and she knew the Hyaka station - And the end of the line - wasn't far away.

"That's all I've speculated. I do know that KIRA has become very involved. They've dispatched MCAs with external security at Termini installations all over this region. I think Ryo is scared of something other then losing power through Project Resurrection. I don't know what it is, but I want to find out."

She pulled the console close, typing quickly. The interior datanet was a literal mess of sloppy hacking, and she dug through it futilely, searching for broken commands and locked controls. When she at last found what she was looking for, she worked franticly to undo the makeshift locks in place there.

Aki was rewarded by the speed gauge, as the numbers it displayed began to lower rapidly. The track stress monitor stopped flashing almost immediately, and the monorail's stability began to return. Outside, the scenery slowed down considerably, and she slumped back in her seat with a soft sigh, closing her eyes and pressing her hand to her chest. She could feel her heart beating rapidly through her flesh and bone, hear it in her head. Why do I feel as if I had just done something extraordinary? Why was I excited? It was just so awful... Sighing slowly, she keyed up the PA system once her breath returned to normal. Swallowing, she spoke slowly.

"The train is under control again."

"Good," Gene's voice answered, "Any problems along the way?"

"Um..." Aki blinked at the question, gnawing at her lip for a few seconds. Tearing up, she covered her face in her hands, propping her elbows on her knees. "N-no.." she choked out eventually, "...I'll be okay..." She cut the two-way off, sobbing quietly for several minutes.

What am I becoming?

--

"Meet Jaquelin Vasquez." Gene stated, nudging the raccoon forward. Aki - Having cleaned herself up before disembarking - peered at her, then at the mink.

"Yeah? She's tagging along?" She propped her hands on her hips, "At this rate, we could be a video game or something."

Silence hung uneasily in the air for several moments.

"Yes," Gene stated after the pause, "And she won't cause any trouble. Right?"

"Right," Jackie stated with a nod, "I want to know what mister Ishikawa is so nervous about, regarding Project Resurrection."

"Let's go." Gene turned on his heel, moving off. Aki followed, with the raccoon trailing behind her. He led them out of the station, down into the crisp air of the mountain city Hyaka.

The hustle and bustle of the city was substantial, even though the population here was hardly a quarter of Kyoko's. Hyaka lacked Kyoko's complex multi-tier infrastructure, resulting in crowded streets and hover traffic the likes of which couldn't be duplicated anywhere else in the region. Though the crowds made Gene nervous, he had to admit they were the most convenient way to disappear in case they were being followed.

He led the way, guiding the girls through streets and alleys, confident now that Aki wouldn't bolt and not caring if Vasquez did. He came at last to a deserted side street on the far side of town from the monorail station, far from the bustling streets and crowds of citizens going about their daily business. He ducked into a condemned building, holding the door for the girls and closing it behind them.

The building's interior was as much as to be expected. The boarded up windows admitted very little light, though what could be seen was covered in dust and debris that betrayed the structure's true age. A beacon of cleanliness had been cleared out in one of the booths in a far, well-lit corner. At this table, sipping contentedly at a cup of dark tea, was an elderly lupine in the lush clothes of an aristocrat. His ears perked at their entrance, though he otherwise did not move.

"This is the place," Gene stated simply, moving right up to the seated wolf and slamming his hands hard on the tabletop. Frowning at the lack of reaction, he added, "Mister X, I presume?"

"That is correct," the wolf stated, unflinching. "You must be mister DeLovarin." A pause, and he grinned, "And this must be Doctor Shizouka and Sergeant Vasquez."

Aki jumped in place, startled that he recognized her so quickly. Jackie, likewise, frowned and folded her arms. Even Gene seemed surprised.

"Don't be afraid," 'Mister X' added, "I may be cursed with blindness, but I have other blessings." He gestured, "Please, all of you, have a seat so we can talk."

"Fine." Gene muttered. He gestured to the girls, who seated themselves across from the aristocrat. He, however, opted to remain standing. "Alright. First question: Who are you?"

"And what do you want with me?" Aki added. Gene shot a hostile look at her, and she shrank slowly into her seat.

"No need for hostility." the wolf murmured. He turned to Gene with a dull expression, "I am known by many names, all through the islands and cities. Amongst my own people, I am called 'Blind-Yet-Sees', however, the name WhiteWolf will do."

"Now the fun begins," Gene stated evenly, pulling up an empty chair and finally seating himself backwards to it, folding his arms on the backrest. 'WhiteWolf' folded his hands, looking towards Aki with the distant, empty eyes of the blind.

"I can sense your fear," he murmured calmly, "I don't intend to harm you. No. I posted the money reward in hopes that a certain individual would rescue you from a greater danger."

"I.." Aki lowered her face, murmuring, "I don't understand."

"You don't have to, Doctor. The lines of destiny are not meant to be understood save by a select few."

"I think," Jackie started, "That he's trying to say he can see the future." She mused over that for a moment, eyeing WhiteWolf, "...Wait. That's it, isn't it?" She leaned forward, "You knew all of this was going to happen, right? Mister DeLovarin taking this job, meeting the Doctor at that facility, meeting me on the monorail.."

WhiteWolf simply nodded to the raccoon at each count, refolding his hands.

"Allow me to explain," he stated. Gene rolled his eyes, crossing his arms with a grunt. Ignoring him, the lupine continued, "I am what is known in the Tribes as a Dreamweaver. I receive visions in my dreams of what will be, what may be, or what has been. I have learned in my long years to tell which is which." He gestured to Aki, "You were, and still are, in grave danger from many fronts. They will want to harm you, or even kill you. But you must survive."

"But why?" Aki asked, slowly sinking in her seat, "Why me? Why are these people after me? What am I supposed to do?"

"I cannot answer those questions." the wolf murmured, "However, I will say that you all will play a very pivotal role in the near future."

"I have only one question for you, Preacher," Gene cut in, "I brought the bounty. When do I get my money?"

"When the job is completed, Mister DeLovarin," came the calm reply, "You have two tasks yet to finish. First, you must protect and guide Doctor Shizouka. Keep her safe, teach her to defend herself from the forces at work against her, and aid her when those skills are not enough. The second and final task, I cannot reveal. It shall show itself in time."

"Wonderful." Gene replied dully.

"Where do we go from here?" Jackie asked quietly, "Everything's gone insane at Termini Industries. Even KIRA is involved, now." She blinked, peering quietly at the wolf. Her long scrutiny was rewarded by a faint snore, and she frowned. "Great, the old man's dozed off on us."

"That's it. We're out of here." Gene stated with a grunt. He stood, turning to leave, though WhiteWolf's voice stopped him. He shot a glare at the dozing man, frowning. He was talking in his sleep.

"An ocelot of snow white.. and a crimson red tiger.." he murmured, "Seek the same prey. The ocelot, to torture in spite... The tiger, to devour in jealousy and fear.. One to torment, one to destroy.. But there is another. The black lion seeks this prey as well, to protect and guide. His courageous heart seeks to betray him, to love." A long silence hung in the air as WhiteWolf opened his blank eyes. He turned expectantly towards the girls, his expression neutral.

"That's very unsettling," Aki murmured after several long seconds. "But I think I understand. KIRA is the ocelot, and Termini is the ... ocelot? ..Or is it the other way around.." She paused, shaking her head, "Okay, no, no I don't get it at all."

"Let's sit on our asses talking about this later." Gene cut in gruffly, "I'm starting to get uneasy. That means someone that isn't too fond of me is too close for comfort."

"Then go with blessings," WhiteWolf added, "And may the great spirit watch over and guide your paths."

"...Yeah, same to you." Gene led the way outside, guiding the girls back into the hustle and bustle of Hyaka's busier sectors. Followed at length by a dark, feminine shape...

--

At some point, Gene 'acquired' a jeep. Cruising across the countryside near the mountains north of Hyaka, Aki and Jackie occupied themselves with discussing what the blind prophet had told them, while Gene drove the vehicle. In the distance, from time to time, a massive structure could be seen.

"Termini is the tiger," Aki insisted, "Ryo wants to steal my research for his own use, right?"

"But KIRA wants you dead," the sergeant pointed out.

"So who is the ocelot? And the lion?"

"Girls," Gene cut in, "You've been on about this for an hour. Give it a rest."

"Fine." Jackie muttered, folding her arms, "Where are we going, anyway?"

At that question, Gene pulled over, slowing to a stop. He stood in the front seat, propping his elbows on the windshield frame and pointing at the huge structure ahead. It looked to be at least fifty miles away, yet still dominated the skyline. An immense barrel aimed at the sky, surrounded by a vast expanse of dull gray duracrete dotted with buildings, dwarfed by the massive trapezoidal base of the device itself.

Dark clouds ringed the barrel midway, and cyan-tinted energy crackled through the faintly glowing inducer coils. Two pairs of eyes widened at the sight.

"…The Novena Super Beam Cannon.." Aki murmured in awe.

"It's huge..." Jackie stated in a similar tone.

"Yep." Gene stated calmly, folding his elbows on the frame, "And it's about time for the fireworks." He closed his eyes, tugging a cigarette from its pack and lighting up.

A rumble filled the air, trees swaying. Lightning lept from those black clouds, amplifying the building tension in the air as bolts of discharged electricity ran across the weapon's dull gray surface. The three coils - Base, Midway, and Muzzle - brightened, gathering motes of energy from the air around them. Similar motes cycled into the very tip of the barrel like a tornado of rainbows, sliding slowly through the color spectrum from red to blue.

Sergeant and Doctor stared, wide-eyed, as the immense Novena Cannon unleashed an equally massive spear of blinding blue energy into the sky. The storm gathered at its base dispersed immediately from the shockwave. Trees and woodland around the structure bent in waves as if buffeted by some incredible wind. Several young pines snapped - They could see them toppling as the visible shockwave drew closer. Even at that great distance, the jeep and its passengers were rocked about.

"What.. was that?" Jackie whispered once the noise from the energy blast grew silent.

"An energy discharge..." Aki answered quietly. She noted the built-up tension in the air had dissipated when the weapon fired.

"Correct," Gene stated, seating himself and starting the jeep's engine. "Quick history lesson." He swerved back onto the road, resuming the journey, "The Novena Cannon was built three or four hundred years ago. If it wasn't for that weapon, we wouldn't exist right now - It's what won the Apocalypse War in our favor." He removed a hand from the wheel, flicking his ashes out into the rushing wind, "When it was fired, though, its power reactors shorted out or something like that. Now they're constantly supplying it with a diminished power flow. It stores the energy until it has enough for a shot, and fires automatically into space about once every six days."

"And why are we going there?" Jackie asked pointedly, "Isn't it just a memorial now?"

"The tender?" Aki suggested. Gene nodded once, flicking the remains of his cigarette out the window. Glancing at Jackie, she explained, "There's a small tending craft used to maintain the satellite network the Cannon used to aim."

"And," Gene added, "Since I'm currently short one orbiter, we're going to borrow it and take a trip to the KISD Starhammer."

"Are you nuts?" Jackie demanded, "Infiltrating a KIRA warship?"

"No." came the calm reply, "I always have a plan."

"Mind sharing it with us?"

"When I think of one, you'll be the first to know."

"Bastard."

"Thanks."

At a decent speed, whipping through the foothills, the tiny jeep made its way towards the monolithic Novena Super Beam Cannon.

--

Silence. He sat quietly in his high-backed chair, bolted to the floor behind the large, heavy oak desk dotted with paperwork and two vidphones - One red, one black. He folded his fingers loosely over his sharply pressed, black and red uniform. The blinds on the window he gazed out from shifted, casting light off the single silver and gold starbursts pinned to his collar and mounted to his shoulder-boards.

Grand Admiral Kagawa Kageyama pondered over the Lopwa cityscape below and before him. A fit skunk, certainly, though the lion standing firmly at attention - Only a silver bar adorned his collar - dwarfed the admiral in stature and muscle mass. And yet, the larger of the two was also the most uneasy.

"I'm very disappointed in how this Rejuvenation situation is turning out," the skunk murmured darkly, "The Toshin Science Association will surely approve Project Resurrection..." He steepled his fingers, then, his back still to the nervous junior officer. "Get Captain Jackson at the Kyoto ComTrans hub on my comlink. Now."

"Yes, Admiral." the junior-grade Lieutenant replied with a sharp salute. Turning on his heel, he quickly left the room. This gave Admiral Kageyama some time with his thoughts. He felt torn between his loyalty to his race, and his duty to preserve the peace and tradition he grew up with.

"If project Resurrection is put into effect," he recalled that doctor.. Shizouka was her name, "The Gamma-series microbes will, without a doubt, make our home habitable again." She had paused there, listening to the murmuring for a moment, letting it die down, "I know most of you are thinking that we are home. And that's true. We were all born and raised here on Yotire. But..." She paused again, scanning the murmuring crowd nervously. She adjusted her papers, "We are, as a species, homeless. Ever since the day the Lucifer appeared in our star system all those years and decades ago. Since the first battle of the Apocalypse war that ended millions... No... billions of lives in an instant. We've struggled and fought for our right to survive under the attrition of those unknown invaders, and we came out on top."

"But at what cost?" she had asked. She waited then as another round of murmurs and whispers echoed through the hall, louder then before. Closing her eyes, she gestured, "We defeated the scourge that sought our extinction. We crowned heroes and champions - Kyo Kusanagi, who had infiltrated the Lucifer and gave us the information used for targeting. Alfred Novena, who designed and built the Novena Cannon. Gerard Shiatsu, who gave his life to defend the Cannon from enemy MCAs until it could deliver the crippling blow to the Lucifer."

"And they were all great heroes." She adjusted her glasses then folded her hands over a small device, "But it is much more difficult to undo the damage that had been done then it is to take revenge on those who caused it." Behind her, a computer-generated image of Toshi appeared - Dark and menacing. The same horrid thing that has adorned the skyline since before any living Toshin could remember. Angry gray clouds swirled across its surface, fringed in black and white and darker shades of gray. "The Gamma-series microbe, while designed to eliminate pollution, was in fact designed with one purpose in mind." She turned then, raising a controller to the image, "To turn this..." The image flickered, running a simulation. The angry gray and black seemed to melt away, replaced by a more verdant greenish brown. Blue swirled under the dissipating muddy gray patches, quickly dominating most of the holographic sphere. After a half-second, bands and billows of white began to form.

"...Into this."

Below the image, the title had read: LV-427 -- TOSHI - ELAPSED TIME: 6D:18H:6M:32S

Kagawa had considered that a moving speech. He, and KIRA, would openly support such an endeavor without question. But there was more.

The Redwing Armada of Freedom has become particularly active since the Doctor's proposal. Arms dealers, smugglers, and BOUNTYNET have all become far more pronounced in their activities. Bounty hunters faced off with metropolitan police worldwide, actually competing for criminals to the point where police in several cities - Including Kyoto - have instituted a 'shoot on sight' order regarding bounty hunters.

And somehow, a lone Toshin managed to infiltrate possibly the most secured installation KIRA still maintained, kidnap the creator of the Project, and escape - Causing several million credits in damage along the way.

Finally - And perhaps the most imperative, was his own greatest fear. He bowed his head thoughtfully as he considered this, possibly the item that carried the most weight with his decision to oppose the Project. That dividing the Toshin civilization between two major worlds would cause tension, and ultimately, result in a bloody civil war over items such as government power and rare minerals - Novena Crystals and Farrellite could only be found on Yotire, after all. Frowning, Kagawa nodded to himself. The decision was clear: Doctor Aki Shizouka, and Project Resurrection, must be stopped for the sake of the species.

A ringing sound drew Admiral Kageyama from his thoughts. Recovering from the slight startle, he jabbed the RESPOND button on the black vidphone. The screen across from the phones blipped to the KIRA emblem, then to a blurry, static-lined image of the vulpine Captain. Chaos still reigned behind him from the events two days past.

"Reporting as ordered, Grand Admiral," Fland Jackson stated with a salute. The picture jumped, messing with the pitch and tone of his voice in an odd, jamming-associated distortion.

"Status," the Admiral responded calmly, folding his hands.

"Aye," the Captain nodded, "Our computer techs have managed to disable the virus, though as you can see-" An alarm blurted loudly to life behind him, sending men scrambling to silence it. He winced at the noise, continuing, "-We're still having some trouble with communications and the security system."

"Very well," came the calm reply, "Now, tell me how a lone civilian managed to escape through the entire ComTrans Hub and the Kyoto MCA plant."

"Uh..." The fox seemed caught off-guard by that, leaning closer to the monitor, "Didn't you receive my report, Admiral? It's all there."

"Hum." Kagawa shifted papers around on his desk, picking up the aforementioned folder with a frown. He thumbed through the scant papers, narrowing his eyes at the text and reading it aloud, "'Individual instigated viral and explosive attack via remote'." Still frowning, he tossed the folder to his desk, "Unsatisfactory."

"That's just what happened, Sir," Captain Jackson murmured uneasily, "He said a keyword. Immediately, afterward, all this chaos started. He and his accomplice used it as a distraction to escape."

"Wait," an eyebrow raised, "Accomplice? Your report neglected to mention that."

"Err... A female skunk. Was in a lab coat, I think. She was probably the agent's contact for getting into SBERTL in the first place."

"Tell me something, Captain," the Admiral murmured, folding his hands in front of his face and peering darkly over his interlaced knuckles, "Did this female show signs of undergoing a surgical dye operation?"

"Uh.. Yes, Sir. Full-coverage Violet, I believe, with typical white markings."

"Idiot." Kagawa stood sharply, and the screen tilted and turned to follow him as he walked around his office with his hands folded behind his back. "That 'accomplice' was Dr. Shizouka, of Project Resurrection."

"Project Resurrection?" Jackson seemed surprised.

"She wasn't helping him. He was kidnapping Her. He was probably a bounty hunter attempting to collect the price placed on her over BOUNTYNET earlier this week."

"Guh... Please forgive my ignorance, Admiral." The Captain bowed his head apologetically.

"Now that the Doctor is in unknown hands, we are no longer sure what side she stands with. We can't know for certain whether she has been bribed, blackmailed, or brainwashed." He turned towards the screen with narrowed eyes, "Standing orders are to detain on sight with appropriate force."

"Understood, Admiral."

"Carry on, Lieutenant."

Grand Admiral Kagawa Kageyama cut the feed after only a second of the fox's shocked expression. With a heavy sigh, he slid back into his chair, pinching the bridge of his muzzle.

"Things just keep getting more and more complicated," he said to himself. Only the silence of his office responded.

--

"Lieutenant..." Jackson murmured quietly as he stared at the now-blank screen. An ensign stepped up behind him, offering a clipboard of paperwork.

"Orders just came in for you from Command, Sir," he stated. Dimly, the fox took them. He glanced down, skimming the papers briefly. Eyes narrowing, he sported a toothy grin as he handed the papers back.

"The day just got a little better," Turning on his heel, Lieutenant Jackson departed with an extra zing in his step.

TO: LT JACKSON, FLAND C - 87295
FR: KIRA HIGH COMMAND - 52792
Cc: GA KAGEYAMA, KAGAWA J - *****
BCc: SA DOUSHITE, HANRYU T - *****

SUBJ: REASSIGNMENT

...: Assume command of 3rd Star Corps, Division 4870, Section Delta.
Standing Orders: APPREHEND
			DOCTOR SHIZOUKA, AKI - CIVILIAN
			SERGEANT VASQUEZ, JAQUELIN - TERMINI INDUSTRIES
			DELOVARIN, GENE - CIVILIAN
COMMENTS: Assist Termini Industries security personnel in exchange for information. Use of HA-18C Fland Custom Assault Valkyrie authorized. Confine targeted personnel using appropriate force. Doctor Shizouka is given highest priority. Doctor Shizouka must be captured alive. All other objectives are secondary.

--

"Walker reporting," stated a uniformed feline, surrounded by the cramped innards of his Amazon aerospace superiority MCA, "Position Phi, all secure."

He cut the channel with a bored sigh. Five MCAs on watch around this ancient relic seemed very much like overkill. Nobody would attack the Novena Cannon anyway, with how useless it's become since the Apocalypse War.

Movement in the distance drew his attention to his monitors again, his expression dull. What he saw evaporated that bland look instantly. He zoomed in on the image with a grim frown, eyes narrowing. He caught sight of a Toshin on foot, a raccoon female stumbling at a full run through the undergrowth. She burst out of the woods near the edge of the massive duracrete plate, moving full-tilt, and Walker caught sight of her tattered uniform and panicked expression. Behind her, moments later, emerged a male mink in a heavy tan trench coat, wielding a heavy-caliber pistol.

Boy, he sure looked pissed.

"Bounty hunters.." Walker muttered under his breath. He punched in a code with his free hand, then took the controls again. Instantly, the impressive humanoid Amazon leapt into the air. The wing-like thruster pylons spread from its back, emitting fans of light and carrying it gently towards the scene of the chase.

"Walker reporting," he muttered darkly, "Position Phi. Minor civilian disturbance detected, suspected bounty hunter involvement. Resolving with extreme prejudice."

"Understood," came the reply.

Seeing the oncoming combat armor must have frightened the fleeing female further. She froze, eyes locked at the war machine, abruptly screaming and darting sidelong into one of the service structures. Skidding to a halt, the mink chasing her followed in a billow of tan, not giving the MCA even a second glance.

"Victim, raccoon female, black hair, approximately five-point-five feet tall. Assailant, mink male, brown hair, approximately six-point-zero feet tall." Walker stated with a low growl, "Both have entered Service Building 725. Proceeding on foot."

"Understood. Brown will be there in five minutes."

"Negative, this will be over by then."

"Understood."

The Amazon crouched down, the chest plate sliding forward and up. Walker dropped out, wielding a KIRA energy rifle. At a jog, he pursued the pair inside.

Building 725 was devoted to steam-based heating equipment, designed to keep the rest of the installation at comfortable temperatures during the colder times of the year. Clouds of steam pierced the grated catwalks that ran between the hulking machinery. Walker could hear rapid footsteps ahead of him, and he gave chase at a full run, determined to stop this.

A gunshot. A scream.

"Enough of this..." Walker murmured. He rounded a corner of a particularly large piece of equipment, discovering the pair had halted. The mink stood firmly, firearm leveled at his crouching victim. She clutched tightly at a spreading red stain on her upper arm, teeth clenched.

"Alright, scumbag. Freeze." Walker demanded, leveling his own weapon. The hunter whirled, about to raise his own firearm, but froze when he noticed the rifle already aimed at him. Calmly, he holstered his pistol.

"I wasn't aware that KIRA was into disrupting legal business," he stated evenly, "Gene DeLovarin, at your service."

"Can it and step away from the woman," the trooper growled, jerking the muzzle of his rifle to one side for emphasis. Gene glanced at him, almost through him, and grinned.

"No."

With a sickening thud, a heavy wrench in the hands of one skunkette became intimately involved with the back of Walker's head, and the world turned black around him.

--

"Good work," Gene stated, gesturing as he helped Jackie to her feet, "Grab his weapon, Aki."

"Right," Aki replied, tossing the heavy tool aside and snatching up the soldier's discarded rifle.

"What'd you have to shoot me for?!" Jackie demanded as she regained her feet. She replaced her bloody hand over the seeping wound where the round had grazed her arm, glaring angrily at the mink.

"I didn't shoot you." Gene stated darkly, returning the look. The anger sifted to that disarming grin of his, "If I had shot you, you'd be dead."

"And what is this?" the raccoon demanded, pointing insistently at the source of her irritation.

"Realism. Shut up and bandage it."

"Bastard."

"Thanks."

"Five sentries are on duty," Aki interrupted, handing the rifle to Gene. He took it, giving her his pistol and shotgun, plus a clip and a handful of shells while she continued, "Four, now. Think you can sneak past them like this?” She blinked as he stripped off his coat and shirt, turning her back to him abruptly with reddened cheeks, "I mean, the Trojan Horse thing is so antiquated..."

"They're Military," Gene replied coolly, "Military troopers are always two things. Effective and stupid. It'll work." He tugged the unconscious trooper's uniform over his own lanky frame, topping it off with the helmet. "I'll distract the guards. You two get inside the subsurface hanger and launch the tender. I'll catch up in the MCA."

"Have you ever piloted an MCA before?" Jackie asked, not looking up. She was too busy using scraps from her uniform top to bind her upper arm. Tightening the cloth with one hand and her teeth did little to muffle the nervous tone in her voice.

"Nope." Still grinning, Gene rubbed his gloved hands together, "This should be fun."

--

"Position... Phi all secure."

"...Walker? Who the hell is this?"

"Whoops."

"All units, scramble! Security breach, position Phi! Converge and destroy!"

The Amazon crouched at point Phi rose slowly, Gene at the controls, and raised its arms. He ran it through some basic motions - Punches, kicks, and even a few walking steps. And he grinned, drawing the war machine's Ferrite tail-blade. The cloth-like metal rippled, straightening and stiffening into a sword in the MCA's grasp.

"This is easy," he said to himself, "What're all those MCA pilots so smug about?"

Gene, and his MCA, jumped in surprise as a bolt of blue lanced through the air in front of him, narrowly missing the chest plate. Twisting, the bounty hunter found himself staring down the twin barrels of a Valkyrie assault MCA's arm-mounted beam cannon.

"Nice gun," Gene stated. He grinned, sliding his own MCA's beam rifle from its back mount. He must have hit the wrong control, however, as the thrusters mounted on the Amazon's back flared to life, carrying the machine suddenly aloft in a swift jump. Narrowly avoiding a second blast from the assault MCAs arm cannon. Shouting more in surprise then anger, the smaller Amazon rocketed downward in an arc, firing wildly.

The heavy Valkyrie raised its other arm, bearing the broad, flat Ferrallite surface of its beam-resistant shield in time to protect itself from the worst of the surprise assault. Slots slid open along the pack-like mount on its back, baring dozens of menacing warheads. But before it could launch them, the Amazon crashed into its shield feet first, sending both MCAs sprawling.

The two war machines grappled violently on the duracrete, rolling, each one struggling to rise before the other. A flash of hardened Ferrite, and the squeal of metal on metal, and the struggle ended with the Amazon's tail-blade wedged firmly in the larger Amazon's chest. With a groan, Gene pulled his MCA to its feet.

"Ouch," was all he managed to say, ignoring the horrible shriek as he pilled the metal blade free, and ignoring the dark red smear along the leading edge. He already knew he had impaled the cockpit.

Three to go. They all knew where he was, and they were all coming to tear him apart. The bounty hunter glanced at his screens, absorbing the information. Armor damage, weapons capacity, squad roster...

"Hmm..." Gene thought aloud, "Three SV-14s and two HM-18s on this shift.." He smirked, "That means one more of these big boys, and two others like this model to go."

"How'd trash like you manage to steal a KIRA MCA?" a female voice demanded. Gene blinked. That voice seemed familiar, but he couldn't place it. He narrowed his eyes, glancing around.

"Hey now, slow down there." He zeroed in on the transmission, but couldn't see the source. "I might not be trash, you know."

"Oh, I know," the voice hissed, "Mister DeLovarin."

"Cute." He could see her now, a new class of MCA crouched against the structure he'd zeroed in on. He could only see the outline, the MCA itself consisting only of an oily distortion in the moonlight.

Reactive camouflage on an MCA he couldn't recognize, piloted by a person who obviously knew - and disliked - him.

God, he hated that.

"Nice trick," he stated after a moment. Gritting his teeth, he yanked the controls, leveling his rifle at the cloaked MCA and rewarding its efforts with a spear of blue death. The unknown armor leapt skyward, colors rippling to match the sky behind it.

"Too slow," the familiar voice taunted. The MCA shifted in midair, landing lightly in a crouch and dashing away at an incredible speed for an armor unit, "But I'm just here to watch. We'll meet again." Her voice turned to ice, "Count on it. I owe you." Just as she said that, the cloaked MCA vanished amongst the buildings, and Gene smacked his hand angrily against his console.

"Damnit."

--

"So," a cold voice muttered, "They went to him."

The source rested in a high-backed chair, turned towards the large plate-glass windows overlooking Kyoko City. On occasion, a white-gloved hand would extend, flicking ash from the smoldering tip of the expensive cigar held gently between two fingers. The only other occupant in the large office was a well-dressed panthress, her hair pulled up into an oriental braid.

"Yes, master," she answered with a deep bow, "I track them to him. They stay long time, they leave Hyaka in jeep. They go north last I see them."

"North of Hyaka..." came the icy response, "...Tch. The Novena Cannon?" The windows flickered in static, flashing like one massive screen. Upon it, two Amazon-class MCAs crossed tail-blades with the base of the monolithic Cannon looming in the background.

"Mister DeLovarin... So skilled, so intelligent.." A sinister chuckle, "So predictable."

"I take Hornet Two," the woman stated, folding her hands conservatively, "Hornet Two better. Will smash bounty hunter."

"Yes, Shoko. I like that idea." A flick of ash, before Ryo Ishikawa turned to face her, his fingers interlaced before his face. He peered darkly at the foreign female over his knuckles, chuckling, "Take that KIRA officer as well. Deploy to orbit. When the Starhammer is boarded..."

"We smash?" Shoko asked hopefully.

Mister Ishikawa simply smirked, chuckling darkly. The screen behind him flickered again, the static giving way to the double-helix Vipers, spiraling slowly around the rotating T of Termini Industries.

--

While Gene fought for his life against overwhelming odds on the surface, Aki and Jackie rushed through the narrow complex corridors. Tubing and conduit lined the walls, interrupted by Farrellite stanchions every dozen yards or so.

The sergeant led the way, carrying Gene's shotgun, while Aki retained his pistol. Both had the same determined expression, though a thread of worry and doubt had crept into the younger skunkette's eyes. They'd encountered no guards so far, though skidded to a halt at a T-intersection.

"Go that way," Jackie stated, pointing up to the right, "Get to the hanger control room and open the surface doors. I'll secure the tram." Biting her lip, Aki nodded, bolting the way she was directed, while Jackie moved on her own mission.

Whipping around a corner, Aki found herself confronted by a flight of stairs. Swallowing, she snapped her weapon up, squeezing off a round. The KIRA soldier at the top of the staircase let out a raspy cry, clutching at his throat and tipping backwards, tumbling towards the base of the stairs. At the base, he landed in a bloody tangle of broken limbs. The rifle he had been holding sparked angrily at Aki, and she opted to leave it alone.

There's that feeling again...

Biting back the revulsion with a grim frown, she hurried up the stairwell, leveling the pistol as she neared the top and gunning down the trooper moving towards her - Probably alarmed by the first gunshot. The armored lioness took three rounds before she collapsed with a shout, tumbling to a halt from a full run.

My heart's beating so fast... I feel like I'm going to burst...

The scientist ignored the carcass as best she could, darting through the hallways. A sign reading HANGER CONTROL STATION led her in the right direction.

Why am I so excited? This is horrible... This isn't anything like what I've been working towards!

She slapped the door control, bursting into the control room like a violet tornado. She found no guards inside, however. Just a very surprised technician stared down the angry muzzle of her firearm.

"P-please don't kill me.." he pleaded once the surprise had worn off. He raised his hands over his head, an honest look of fear dancing through his features, "I have a family.."

"Uh..." Aki hesitated, catching sight of her reflection in the armored glass behind the man in her crosshairs, and didn't like what she saw: An angry, hateful woman about to gun down an unarmed man in cold blood. Biting back tears, she nodded slowly, lowering the weapon, "Just.. Just open the bay doors when I tell you to..."

"Thank you, miss," came the relieved reply, "I won't give you any trouble, I swear." He sat back down, calmer, but she could still sense the fear he was trying to hide. She forced a small smile, but that didn't help her relax this time. She leaned back against the closed doors, pistol dropping beside her as she slid to the floor and buried her face in her hands.

What is he doing to me? Why do these horrible things make me feel this way?

And then, she asked herself the question that brought her to quiet tears.

What have I become?

--

Angry blue bolts chewed pits into the walls and stanchions, forcing Jackie behind heavier cover. Two KIRA troopers kneeled at the far end of the corridor, peppering her hiding spot with their rifles. After a moment, they ceased fire, waiting for her to show her face so they could no-doubt relieve her of it.

Popping the stock, she removed the spent shells and replaced them from the handful she had received. All the shells she had were dull blue, save one glossy red shell she couldn't recognize. The blues would do just fine, however. She mused over this as she snapped the barrels back into place, then removing the tattered remains of her uniform top. If they were as edgy as she suspected...

She tossed the ripped over shirt into the open, wincing back as lances of blue energy ripped into it. Narrowing her eyes, Jackie leaned out from her cover, leveling the shotgun down the corridor and unloading both barrels.

Explosions ripped into the corridor walls, riddling both troopers with debris as well as the explosive shrapnel from the weapon itself. When the smoke cleared, both soldiers rested in messy heaps, ringed by interlaced halos of gore. Ignoring them, the determined raccoon snatched up one of their weapons - The one that miraculously remained intact - and continued at a jog.

--

Within the arena constructed by the fallen forms of two battered Amazons and the original Valkyrie, Gene fought for his life. He'd managed to master the war machine's controls to a degree, and needed every bit of that makeshift prowess.

His opponent was the final Valkyrie on the guard squad, controlled by an obvious expert.

Staying airborne, Gene twisted his MCA around a blast from his enemy's beam cannon, returning fire with shoulder-mounted vulcans. The answering barrage of missiles called for quick action, yanking the controls aside to evade the initial attack. Twisting, he focused fire from the vulcan guns on the salvo itself, swerving aside to avoid the second pass.

Explosions and smoke filled the air around the airborne MCA, hiding it from view. On the ground, the Valkyrie raised its twin beam cannon, firing lances of blue into the thick haze.

A burst of thrust heralded the emergence of the damaged aerospace MCA, swerving violently into the cracked duracrete and managing to knock the Valkyrie's legs out from under it.

Both combat armors rose slowly, facing each other. Sweat dotted Gene's brow, his breathing heavy from the difficult controls. A small screen to one side showed the calm, tired face of his opponent.

Peering at his console, Gene tossed the spent Novena MCA Rifle aside. Both vulcans were likewise empty.

The female wolf's eyes narrowed, and the Valkyrie cast its right arm aside. With a rattle of explosive bolts, the double-barreled beam weapon disengaged. The missile 'backpack' likewise fell away, clanging heavily on the duracrete and tipping backwards with a much louder crash.

"So..." Gene huffed, "You want an even playing field..."

"That's right," came the winded reply, "A fight to the death. You've already proven yourself a worthy adversary."

"Fine. Let's dance."

--

"Bravo team, all secure. No sign of the intruders," Johnson radioed. He glanced back at Carlos with a frown, "SBERTL, Kyoto ComTrans, there's break-ins everywhere this week."

The feline nodded, about to say something when a dull explosion erupted from the far side of the door they were posted in front of. Both troopers whirled, leveling their weapons, then blinking simultaneously in surprise as the heavy Farrellite door leaned slowly towards them.

"What the--!" was all Johnson managed to get out before the door collapsed upon both soldiers.

Frowning, Jackie tossed the detonator aside, raised her rifle, and darted into the hanger bay. She carried herself and her weapon as a soldier would, her training more obvious now then it had ever been before. She wore an expressionless mask, gunning down a pair of guards on an upper level catwalk and feeling nothing for them.

The scattering techs and mechanics were ignored. Anyone she noticed moving in her direction with a weapon, however, met their end on a spear of blue light.

Dimly hoping Aki had done her part, the raccoon ducked into the bulky satellite tender.

--

The clash of metal on metal echoed off the surrounding structures. The larger Valkyrie utilized an arm-mounted blade to counter its opponents more specialized tail-blade.

Even with a reach advantage, Gene was losing the fight. The smaller MCA couldn't compete with its heavier cousin's strength and size. Blow after blow broke through his makeshift defenses.

A power strike knocked his weapon aside, digging easily through the Farrellite shoulder cowling. Cursing, Gene abandoned the left arm, attacking clumsily with the right.

Batting the ill-planned maneuver aside, the female smirked and moved in. Metal shrieked suddenly, and the Amazon's interior bucked violently. Screens shattered on either side, though Gene ignored the sparks and glass.

"So this is it.." he said to himself with a forced grin, eyes closed. Ignoring the chaos and destruction around him, the squeal of warping metal, the bounty hunter watched images behind his eyelids. Glimpses of childhood, his teenage years and time with KIRA. Ol' Sykes before he lost his arm. The mission that convinced him to resign. Bounties and run-ins with Cabel Brunski of the Kyoto police.

His brow furrowed. Something was off. All of the images fleeting at the front of his mind were tinted violet, run through with white. He caught a brief flash of a female's face. Green eyes, a dazzling smile. Confused at first, he opened his eyes to find his MCA on its back. The Valkyrie stood over it, one foot planted firmly on the scarred chest plate. Recalling that image, he grit his teeth.

The tail-blade's history, but...

He slammed a control, his defeated expression vanishing instantly to his usual smarmy grin. The aerospace MCA's good arm raised, explosions riddling the armored bracers as a small pod ejected into its waiting palm. The high-pitched whine of contained plasma filled the audials, and he swung.

Gene could tell his overconfident opponent hadn't expected the move by her sudden gasp. The Valkyrie reeled, attempting to widen the distance as quickly as possible. Ferro-Titanium evaporated under the intense heat, sending a spray of liquefied metals into the air. The retreating Valkyrie's leg - The one that had been placed on the Amazon's chest - toppled to one side, severed cleanly above the knee. Lurching upward, Gene struck again with a back swing, carving a red-hot trench across the staggering assault MCA's heavy chest plate.

With a thunderous crash, the Valkyrie collapsed on its back, sparks shooting from the bright red slash across its torso. As Gene's Amazon slowly rose to its shaky feet, he peered through his remaining sensors as the reddened metal ran like thick molasses, oozing slowly away. He glanced at the small screen with the enemy pilot's shrieking face, forcing himself not to laugh as she jerked uselessly at the controls.

"Looks like I win," Gene stated between breaths. Despite the damage, his MCA managed to remain upright, "And I'm going to be nice and let you live."

"We had a deal!" she spat back through bursts of distortion, "Fight to the death!"

"Well then.." he shrugged. His MCA copied the motion, which caused the left wing pylon's mount to finally give up. The cowling for the wing jets tore loose, slamming heavily into the duracrete behind him, "I guess the fight will just have to go into round Two."

"ARGH!" came the enraged response.

"Tootles. I'll see you around," Gene added cheerfully. The she-wolf seemed to calm down, though she lowered her head in a menacing posture, teeth bared.

"Count on it," was all she said to him, her voice a low hiss.

He cut the link there, turning about and hobbling his MCA towards the slowly opening subsurface hanger doors. This made him grin again. The girls made a good team, pulling that off. Smoke erupted from the opening, and he could see the upper part of the tender sliding slowly upward.

A sudden frown. Normally, he wouldn't hesitate to take a life, but he just spared one that was practically begging for it.

"Women," he muttered, "Always changing a good thing."

He'd gone soft.

God, he hated that.

--

The launch went as planned, and they spent the 'night' in orbit. Gene and Jackie slept soundly, though Aki found herself too excited to accept sleep just yet. In the zero-gravity, she floated quietly beside one of the view ports, staring out at the stars and the planet below with all the wonder of a child.

She'd never been in space before. Born and raised on Yotire, she could only read about the dome colonies of Isho and Juror. Even as a scientist, she'd never made large enough waves in the community to be given a posting at Isho Orbital, known as the scientific capital of the system. The Toshin Science Association, or TSA, resided on Isho Orbital, and even now were likely discussing major research projects such as her own Resurrection proposal.

She sighed, her mind drifting back to Project Resurrection. Should she have been more forceful? Less open? Should she have announced it at all? And the most difficult question for her to answer...

Is it really the right thing to do?

She closed her eyes with a second, depressed sigh, trying to envision what would really happen if Toshi were re-inhabited.

Cities and towns, a whole new world for Toshins to live on. Their own world. An entire planet just waiting for people to move to. It would bring an end to the massive overcrowding plaguing Yotire and the two dome colonies. It would offer a chance for people to start new lives away from old memories and old pains.

People like Gene...

Aki drifted off to sleep, then, her mind working slowly to try and answer the riddle. To figure out what could have happened to make the bounty hunter so ... bitter.

--

"Orbit corrected. Maintaining at Lagrange Point Delta."

"Orbital Correction logged, Starhammer. Carry on repairs."

"Understood."

Sleek and angular, the KIRA warship Starhammer held place serenely over the surface of Yotire. Sunlight glinted off the smooth white hull, and small one-person vehicles flitted about the oversized engine vents.

On board, engineers worked busily to and fro, in corridors and access tubes. Several groups moved through the larger access ways, moving heavy equipment and parts. Only thirty or so crewmen remained on board, mostly engineers and technicians effecting repairs to the vessel's damaged weapons and propulsion systems.

Lieutenant Commander McKenzie stood quietly on the darkened bridge, her arms folded loosely behind her back. She adjusted her combination cap, glancing aside at the readouts rolling slowly up the engineering station's screen. Another slow day of repairs. If she hadn't observed the attack at the Novena Cannon the previous night, the entire week would have been a waste.

It's a good thing Command hadn't known she was there.

She narrowed her eyes thoughtfully, cat's tail twitching. What was he doing there, though? She'd read in the report earlier today that a second attack was carried out at the same time as the MCA battle, involving the theft of the Cannon's satellite tender.

So you've finally come out of hiding... What are you up to, Gene? What are you planning this time?

Karen sniffed when she heard the bridge doors hiss open, and she turned on one heel to face the incoming junior lieutenant.

"Good morning, Ma'am," he stated with a salute. The canine offered a clipboard with his free hand, "Paperwork from Engineering."

"Very well," she murmured, returning the salute, then taking the papers and examining them. Frowning, she glanced over the clipboard at the junior officer, "We blew another inducer assembly?"

"Yes ma'am. Chief thinks the primary power couplings have grown unstable and that's what's causing it. He's got a group checking into it right now."

"Fine..." She shook her head, signing the papers and handing them back, "As if having to get towed back from the Belt wasn't embarrassing enough, now we're having equipment troubles."

"It can't be helped, Ma'am." the junior grade Lieutenant stated, tucking the papers under his arm, "The Starhammer has been in mothballs for the last decade. Equipment problems are to be expected."

"I know, I know." She shook her head again, waving a hand dismissively, "Carry on." When he nodded, turning to exit the bridge, Karen returned her attention to the curved planetary horizon displayed on the main screen. She blinked, catching herself running her thumb over clenched knuckles, and sighed as she folded her hands to prevent it from happening again.

A habit she had when thinking of certain things. Certain memories of certain people. A certain mink in KIRA Academy, enthusiastic, intelligent, brave to the point of suicidal at times. They spent a lot of time together. There was love between them, she could feel it even then, and it was confirmed the day he proposed. That was five years ago.

She closed her eyes, then, recalling what happened to him and his squadron at the hands of the RAF. His sudden hatred of the organization he had sworn an oath to serve. The fight they had, days before the planned wedding. She never saw him after that day.

And now she found him again, after all these years. She thought about the pain she'd suffered since he left her in such a rage. How helpless she'd felt.

Anger. Pain. Loss. Loneliness.

There was no love now. Only the vengeance of a shattered heart.

Eyes squeezed tightly shut, Karen beat her fist against her console, ignoring the sudden throb as the device failed to give in to her, and ignoring the trickle of crimson from where one of the buttons had cut into her skin.

Gene...

--

"KISD Starhammer, this is Light Transport Beta Four out of Lopwa Memorial, requesting approach vector."

"Roger, Bravo Four, transmit identification."

"Transmitting."

"Stand by."

Gene leaned back, folding his arms behind his head with a smirk. Aki watched him, not sure whether to be more surprised that the mink was so calm, or the fact that he knew how to forge KIRA identification codes.

A man of many, many talents, it would seem. She glanced at the console, nodding faintly when she noted the voice transmitter was switched off. That raccoon, Jackie, was nowhere in sight. Probably checking over their meager weapons cache in the rear cabin. Assured that they were alone, the skunkette spoke up.

"Gene?" she asked quietly. He turned slightly towards her, ears perked, so she continued, "Why are we going to steal a starship?"

"Simple," he replied with a shrug, "To get you away from the son of a bitch running half of Yotire."

"Oh," she murmured with a duck of her head.

"The further we are from him, the safer you are," he continued in a reasonable tone, "And we'll only have to avoid KIRA's troops." He chuckled, then, "And KIRA investigators couldn't find their own tails with both hands, a map, and a compass on Juror Orbital."

She couldn't help but laugh with him at that, finding herself relaxing again. Silence hung for a few moments afterwards before she spoke again.

"This is my first time."

"Eh?" He turned fully now, caught somewhat off-guard.

"In space?" she glanced at him with a lowered eyebrow, somewhat bemused.

"Oh, right." A faint grin, and Gene leaned back again, "You get used to it after so many launches." He turned back forward, "But here's some advice. Never launch a Sparhawk in a thunderstorm. The result is never pretty."

"Sparhawk?" She knew it was a KIRA space fighter, but didn't mention that directly. Instead, she canted her head, "Wasn't that phased out by the Thunderbolt a few years ago?"

"Bah... The old 'Hawk handled better."

"Former military," Aki fired that from the hip, a simple guess that was confirmed by the mink's startled reaction.

"Eh? ...Oh." He shrugged, dismissing the entire thing like so much spilt milk, "Yeah, so I was a KIRA pilot for a few years. It's behind me. I don't talk about it."

Something in his calm tone made the hairs on the back of her neck stand on end. The voice itself was soothing, but the undertone scared her to no end. There was something very volatile there. And all of a sudden, it clicked.

An act. A facade.

She had another piece to the puzzle. KIRA had something very important to do with this man's past... but she knew better by now not to press the issue.

"Bravo Four, commence approach."

--

That afternoon, Grand Admiral Kagawa Kageyama found himself up to his neck in reporters.

"Admiral, what is the situation on board the Starhammer?"

"Admiral, can you tell us what the terrorists want?"

"Is the RAF involved in this attack?"

"Do you know how the crew is faring?"

"Are other warships in orbit able to assist?"

"How large is the boarding party?"

"Admiral!"

"Admiral Kageyama!"

Vultures, the lot of them. Calmly, he pressed onward through the thicket of news reporters to the lifts leading up the tower. When the doors opened, he ducked inside and quickly closed them.

Blessed peace.

"Admiral, a word please," a female voice spoke up behind him. He actually jumped at the words, whirling to find an attractive civilian leopard in a conservative business suit and matching jacket.

"Ah," the Admiral stated quietly, composing himself, "A pleasure as always, miss Koito."

"Always," She responded with a smile, "Though I've repeatedly asked you to call me Lois." He detected a faint whirring sound from her, betraying the presence of a miniature recorder. In her purse, possibly. Disarmingly, she withdrew a datapad and stylus from inside her jacket, "If you will, a few questions regarding the incident this morning?"

"You, miss Koito, are entirely too persistent," Kagawa stated evenly. A hint of irritation edged in his voice, though he did the best he could to mask it. "Very well. You'll have your top story."

Adjusting her SNN badge, the leopard twirled her stylus between her fingers, planting it gently to the pad's screen, smiling all the while.

--

This ... is SNN.

At approximately seven fourteen this morning, a team of suspected terrorists mounted a surprise boarding of the KISD Starhammer, currently in orbit over Yotire. Their agenda is unknown, though we here at SNN have been told that very few shots have been fired, and a majority of the crew has instead been taken hostage.

The Starhammer has been in orbit for the past four days, where it has been since being towed there by the KISF Vigilant following cascading failures in the weapons and propulsion systems during routine operations in the Belt. The fact that the vessel's engines and weapons are unusable further baffles investigators charged with figuring out the motives of the attackers. Current theories range from anarchist rebels intent on stealing and repairing the weaponry, to RAF sympathizers intent on proving a point.

Reports are coming in now that the captain, Lieutenant Commander Karen McKenzie and a team of crewmembers still control the bridge of the vessel. Our hearts and our hopes go out to those brave souls. We pray that the valiant crew of the Starhammer escape this inexplicable hijacking unharmed.

--

"Doors re-secured, Ma'am," the welding tech stated, saluting through his polarized faceplate. Karen nodded, slapping a fresh power pack into her sidearm.

"Good, that should hold them off for a little while longer," She glanced over her shoulder with a grim expression, eyes expectant.

"Oh! Uh..." The engineer seated at the sparking communications console shook his head, "I can't repair this with what we have available." The panel had been blasted in the firefight before the doors could be secured against the boarders, whoever they were.

"Ma'am," a third tech piped up from the engineering station. Karen turned her icy gaze on him, and he pointed at the ship's schematics he had brought up, "If we can get here, there's a second access to the main KIRA communications network."

"I'm not letting them take the bridge," she replied darkly, "There's only three, damnit, there has to be something we can do."

"Heavily armed, Ma'am," one of the repair techs pointed out, "And in hardsuits."

"So what?" Karen threw one hand into the air, "Three Toshins in hardsuits against the crew of a KIRA warship? I'm not letting that scum beat those odds."

"Technically, Ma'am, less then one-third of the crew."

"...You're a real ray of sunshine, aren't you?"

The besieged tech's reply was interrupted by a loud, ringing explosion on the far side of the doors. The sound of which vibrated through the vessel's hull several times over.

"Grenades?!" Karen shouted in disbelief, trying to drown out the ringing in her ears. She covered them with her hands, as most of the crew had, "In a starship?! Are they insane?!" She blinked in her silence, the ringing dying off so that she could hear the weapons fire on the other side. The blast had upset the welded doors so that a crack ran down the center, and she could see the telltale flashes of weapons fire. Angry red and yellow of traditional weapons, interrupted by intervals of searing blue.

"That's a KIRA rifle," one of the crewmen shouted excitedly, "We're saved!"

"It must be a boarding party from the Vigilant," another added.

"Perfect," Karen stated with a smile. The firefight had already ceased, and she gestured, "Get that door open so we can thank the fine soldiers who've helped us."

"Not necessary," a gruff, familiar voice muttered. Karen shot a surprised look at the doors - Pried apart - and the rifle toting, KIRA-uniformed mink framed by them. Speechless, Karen's expression faded from surprise to pure disbelief.

--

Coat. Cigarette. That hollow grin. Even in uniform, he was unmistakably himself. The way the lieutenant commander stared, she may as well have seen a ghost. She ignored the two women who entered behind him, simply stepping up to him and staring at his rugged features.

The sound of her palm striking his face erupted like a crack of thunder in the still air. Confused, Gene raised his hand to the angry red mark showing through the fur.

"How dare you..." Karen murmured at him. Not waiting for a response, she snapped her arm up, jabbing at his nose and repeating in a shout: "How dare you?!"

"I just sav-.." he started, but the angry feline cut him off.

"Just had to come riding up now!" she shouted, arms at her sides and eyes squeezed shut, "Had to be the knight in shining armor. You!" She pointed accusingly at him again, eyes filled with tears, "I haven't seen you in half a decade. Five years of being engaged to a man I didn't even know was alive!" - This brought a shocked look to Aki's face, and she blinked several times at Gene - "And now you show up grinning like an idiot! Like we never mattered, like we never happened!"

Having never seen their captain act this way, the assembled crew could do little more then stare in silent shock. Jackie folded her arms, shaking her head at the spectacle.

"I used to love you!" Karen continued, "And you left me for... for what? For this? To be a bounty hunter? We could have still been! We could have! Why-..." She silenced suddenly when Gene rested his hands on her shoulders, drawing her to his chest. She snapped her watering eyes open in surprise, unmoving against his calm, quiet form.

"I'm sorry." he murmured, "I'm not the man I used to be. I'm not the Gene you fell in love with all those years ago. And I'm not the Gene that loved you." All of this, he stated in a low, even tone, whispered in the hanging silence. "I'm sorry, Karen."

"But..." Sobbing quietly, she closed her eyes, shrinking against him, "Why... Why... We could have had something... Why couldn't you continue to love me?" Receiving no answer, she pushed herself away from him, looking up his calm, unemotional mask with her own shattered expression. Slowly, she shook her head at him, but he nodded just the same.

"Not to ruin a touching moment," Jackie stated in the still air, "But are you forgetting why we came here?" Aki glanced at the raccoon for a moment, biting her lip.

Can't she sense the tension in the air? Now isn't the time...

"Of course not," Gene answered. Promptly, he raised his rifle again, directly at the heartbroken captain. Coldly, he stated, "You can keep the ring, but I'm taking this ship."

Ignoring him, Karen turned her head to glance finally at his companions. A soldier and ... a civilian? Slowly, her shocked expression faded to neutral as her imagination took hold. Images flashed through her mind, illusionary happenings between her self-proclaimed fiancé and the young skunk. Flashing quickly to anger, she snatched her pistol from its holster and leveled it at the violet-tinted mephit.

"You!" she shouted angrily, catching the stunned crew once again off-guard. Her grip on the pistol shuddered violently, and she placed her second hand on the grip to try and steady her aim, with mixed results. ”I won't let you steal him from me!" she spat, "He's mine! You can't have him!"

"Aki, get down!" Gene shouted. The weapon discharged, followed instantly by Gene's rifle and a high-pitched shriek of pain.

--

"Valkyrie Tango, cleared for Launch."

"Hornet mk. II, cleared for Launch."

Twin bursts of azure heralded the launch of two MCAs from the massive KISC Anvil's hanger bay. The first bore the unmistakable profile of a KIRA Valkyrie heavy assault MCA.

"Watch how I fight," the pilot, Lieutenant Fland Jackson, hissed angrily.

Immediately behind and aside of the Valkyrie was a slightly smaller, sleek and angular MCA. All points and edges, colored a menacing combination of black and yellow. The mk.II Hornet held many similarities to its demolished cousin, save the massive vernian wings and obvious built-in beam weaponry.

"We take Starhammer apart, aiya?" the vicious MCA's female pilot asked in her broken English, "We smash bounty hunter and I take silly girl to Master."

"Yes..."

Both helmeted figures grinned toothily as the disabled Starhammer appeared over the orbital horizon.

--

Silence filled the bridge, stunned onlookers staring at the results of the beam exchange.

Aki fell first, landing heavily on her knees. A crimson flower surrounded a hole in the bulkhead behind her, and she clutched tightly at a growing red point in her side. She was the one who had screamed, unaccustomed to pain that she was. She was silent now, her teeth locked together and her eyes shut tightly.

"Gene..." The voice drew the Hunter's attention from the skunkette to the feline. She stood, facing him, wobbling in place. The pistol fell from her grasp, and she held her arms out towards him with a loving expression. She managed a step, then fell against him. "Why... couldn't you just... let me love you..." Clutching at him, she slid to her knees, then fell back, trailing a thin streamer of blood from the wound in her chest. He stood over her for a long moment. It took the sensor tech's voice to snap him back to reality.

"Picking up two MCAs from vector 32B," she read off, "Weapons are charged, and their IFF is reading hostile." She leaned closer to the console with a shocked expression, "One's unidentified, but the other... It's a Valkyrie!"

"You," Gene directed at one of the stunned onlookers, "Tend to her." He gestured Aki. The startled mouse nodded, springing into action. A handful of others moved in to help, or to move the Captain's body, remaining silent all the while.

"Gene DeLovarin," the comm. blurted suddenly. Gene snapped a glance at the main screen, eyeing the helmet-clad fox on the display, "We just keep running into each other."

"You're that Captain from Kyoto ComTrans," the mink stated darkly.

"Lieutenant now, thanks to you!" Fland hissed. The screen split, displaying the distorted image of a black feline in a similar helmet, with the visor down.

"Meet again, aiya?" she asked, "You give me girl now or you die. Special gun shell no help now."

"No dice," Gene sneered. Crewmen helped Aki through the exit behind him, which only seemed to agitate the female pilot further.

"You damage goods!" she declared angrily, "Master will be angry! I angry too, aiya!" Her image abruptly vanished.

"Now you've done it," Fland chuckled.

"Get serious," Gene grinned, "Even I know two MCAs are no match for a KIRA destroyer."

"Any destroyer? No." Fland sneered, "The Starhammer? Yes." His voice dropped to a menacing hiss, "All your weapons are offline." His image cut out as well, replaced by a pair of glowing blue points splitting off against the starscape.

"Well, shit," Gene cursed. Stuck in a defenseless tin can, facing two heavily armed MCAs. And he didn't even have the option to run, this time.

God, he hated that.

--

"I go in close!" Shoko shouted, "I take roof off bridge and smash tiny bounty hunter like teensy bug!" The Hornet II flexed its arms, blasting forward.

"Now hang on!" Fland shot back, "They're helpless without shields or weapons." The Hornet halted, turning in space to peer at the other MCA with its slit-like optics.

"But no reason for sloppy, aiya?"

"Correct," Fland responded. Grinning darkly, he flexed his war machine's controls. Panels on the Valkyrie's 'missile pack' split open, unfolding a set of oversized beam cannons over the MCA's shoulders. Energy began to crackle between the plates almost immediately, building up enough to fire.

"That not normal," Shoko stated, leaning closer to her side of the screen. Her eyes showed typical feline curiosity, which served only to feed Fland's ego.

"Of course it isn't," he bragged, "This is the HM-18F-C Jackson Custom Valkyrie. My own design." The weapons leveled at the Starhammer, the fox still bearing that insidious smile, "These warship-grade beam cannons will take no time at all blasting that scrap heap out of orbit."

"But what about girl?" the feline demanded, her MCA pointing at the destroyer, "Master want purple girl alive."

"She'll survive," he replied, narrowing his eyes as the target locked in. Tauntingly, he muttered to himself, "Any last words before you meet your makers?" He chuckled, slamming the fire control.

A sudden blip appeared on his radar, impossibly close. Just as the beam cannons fired, an invisible mass slammed into the Valkyrie, sending both bolts off their marks. One missed entirely, while the second grazed the stern section, shearing off armor plating. Recovering, Fland shot a glare across his instrument panel.

"Sorry, Lieutenant," a female voice stated. An image of a uniformed she-wolf blipped onto his screen, "But I can't let you do that."

"An ensign? How dare you!" Fland gestured, "Shoko, deal with this traitor while I prepare a second shot!"

"Aiya!" The Hornet II burst into action, zeroing in on the distortion where the cloaked MCA hovered in space.

The Starhammer, grazed by the first attack, had lost its orbital stability, and now fell slowly towards Yotire's surface. Fland's Valkyrie shot after it, the former captain chuckling to himself.

Behind him, the camouflaged MCA extended beams of energy off its wrists, thrusters flaring as it met its plasma katar against the larger Hornet II's plasma sword.

"Even with such a trump..." the cackling vulpine stated, "...You're still dead!"

"No kill!" Shoko shouted, the Hornet II blasting away from its spry opponent, "Master want girl alive. You kill girl, I kill you!" Leveling the Valkyrie-like twin beam cannon on its free arm, the angular Termini Industries MCA loosed a spear of blue energy, grazing its cloaked opponent. Correcting its posture, the Hornet swung its plasma blade up in time to avoid being impaled by the shorter katar blades.

"Fine!" Fland spat, "I'll just destroy the bridge, then! We both know she isn't there." He smiled insidiously, "But he is."

"No, he's not," the ensign stated coolly. Her MCA twisted around a volley of beam fire, lashing out with its wrist weapons. She had the advantage of two weapons, and her MCA's adaptive camouflage, though the Hornet II had size and reach on its side.

"And how would you know that?" Fland growled at the wolf's winded image.

"I estimate by now..." She swatted the Hornet's beam sword aside, swiping at its midsection with the remaining blade, "...He's in the MCA hanger. The Starhammer's captain always kept a spare Amazon on board." An angry red mark glowed for a few seconds in the vacuum, "And he's quite a good pilot." Mentally, she cursed that her wrist weapons weren't just a little longer.

"Then..." The Valkyrie shifted, leveling its weapons at the Starhammer’s underside, "I'll destroy the hanger!"

--

The cloaked MCA - A top secret KIRA model called the Shinobi - blasted back from the Hornet II again, twisting impossibly around beam weapons fire. Catheryn Jones, its pilot, shot a glare at Lieutenant Jackson's image, sharply returning her attention to the matter at hand. The Hornet flared its wings, matching her movement easily.

Space combat was always the hardest, and Cathy was already close to her limit, but the female pilot in the Hornet II showed no signs at all of fatigue. She narrowed her eyes behind her visor.

She's no ordinary civilian...

Halting suddenly, she twisted her MCA around, lashing out with the wristblades in hopes to catch the Hornet's pilot off guard. The maneuver almost worked, both her weapons halted just shy of the larger MCA's chest plate by its own plasma blade. A port on its midsection slid back, revealing a blue-tinted gem. Blinking, Cathy leaned closer to her screens.

What in the world?

Just as suddenly as it appeared, the gem emitted a blinding flash. She let out a shriek, yanking her visor up with one hand and rubbing furiously at her eyes. She flailed with her remaining arm, swinging the corresponding arm on her MCA just as wildly.

She cracked an eye, trying to blink away the huge white spots dancing across her vision, managing only to catch a glimpse of her radar sphere. The Hornet was no longer in front of her, but behind. Gritting her teeth, she spun her MCA and lashed out with the one arm. She caught a brief image of the Hornet on her main screen, rearing back with a bare fist and thrusting it forward.

The MCA shuddered violently around her, and she felt the distinct vertigo associated with spinning wildly out of control. She grasped at the controls with both hands now, spots still swimming through her vision, and fought to regain control. A huge crack ran down her main screen's field of vision, offsetting either side from the other like a broken lens. But she could still fight.

The Hornet was there again, and she spun in an awkward slash maneuver. The enemy MCA ducked the attack, countering with an upper slash with its own blade. Cathy's cockpit shuddered again, accompanied by a distinct shearing sound she had become all too familiar with back on Yotire.

The unique sound of a plasma blade burning through armor plating.

She glanced at her console, what remained of it, and cursed. The left arm had been almost completely severed, still hanging on by a few cables. She slammed the thrusters, bursting beyond the Hornet's reach before it got a second blow in. Narrowing her eyes, Cathy caught sight of the Lieutenant’s Valkyrie floating serenely behind the falling Starhammer. She was too far away to make it in time, and the Shinobi lacked any ranged weaponry...

Unless...

She glanced down, the cloaked, battered MCA reaching to its damaged left arm. The plasma katar was still active. Grinning to herself, she grasped the limb in her MCA's free hand, snapping those last few cables and pulling it completely off. She glanced back at the Hornet pursueing her, then ahead at the Valkyrie. Eyes narrowed, she drew back and hurled the severed forearm like a football.

--

"Ready to fire again.." Fland mused. This was very much like shooting fish in a barrel, far more to his liking then pushing paperwork at Kyoto ComTrans. Perhaps the Admiral busting him down a few ranks wasn't such a bad thing after all. He glanced over his shoulder at the battle between the unknown MCA and the Hornet mk.II. Shoko seemed to be winning. That made him grin more so, and he returned his attention to the Starhammer.

"Warning, incoming object. Brace for impact." the computer stated. He blinked, glancing down at the console, then at his radar sphere.

"What? I don't see anythi-!" His startled voice was interrupted as what could only have been a plasma edge sliced by like some sort of insane discus. He could see the blade dissipating as it spun down towards the planet's surface, though an ominous beep brought his attention back to his console. "...What?!"

One of the two beam cannons had been completely severed from its mount by that attack. Frantically, he ran his fingers over the emergency redirection console.

"Warning, battery contact inaccessible. Special weapon charge sequence aborted."

"No, no, no!" he shouted angrily, "This can't be happening! I have to eliminate the right cannon from the loop!" He cursed loudly, shooting a glare at the images adorning his communication screen. Shoko ignored him entirely, focused on her fight. The wolf noticed him, however. She simply smiled and shrugged.

"You are going to pay for this, Ensign." Fland growled. He managed to cut out the right cannon's storage battery - The area that stored the energy charge used for firing the weapons. If he hadn't done that, or if the computer hadn't aborted the sequence, the built-up energy would have discharged itself into the Valkyrie itself, and flash-boiled everything inside it.

"How could I have anything to do with that?" she asked innocently, "It's not like I have weapons that reach that far."

"I know it was you," he growled, "When Shoko and myself are through with you, even KIRA's best investigators won't be able to find the body!" He pointed, his Valkyrie emulating the action, "Shoko! Kill!"

"Aiya!" came the enthusiastic reply. Fland zoomed in on the fight between them, temporarily forgetting about the Starhammer. He grinned darkly. The enemy MCA's adaptive camouflage was starting to falter. He could see the damage, the missing arm, and parts of the main body and the forearms where the wristblades extended. She was most definitely losing to the Hornet mk.II already.

A beeping sound from his radar sphere caught his attention, and Fland jerked his Valkyrie aside in time to avoid a lance of blue from behind. The direction of the starship he was preparing to destroy. He whirled his MCA to face the incoming Amazon, his eyes narrowing. Behind the incoming MCA, he could see a faint halo of red forming around the falling Starhammer.

--

"Move it!" Jackie shouted, pointing, "If we hit the atmosphere at this angle, we're fried!" Crewmen scattered around her, manning stations about the bridge. A few extra hands moved the deceased captain out of the room, though the raccoon had adopted the woman's hat as her own.

She had to be the captain now.

The entire vessel had shuddered when the Valkyrie's beams grazed the hull towards the stern, and Gene had darted out immediately. Aki was likely down in the medbay by now, getting her wound dressed.

What a lucky girl. That could have easily been a killing shot.

Shaking her head, Jackie frowned at the situation, resting her hands on the back of the empty command chair.

"Ma'am.. Err, captain.." Shaking his head, the engineer stated, "We don't have any propulsion. The engines are still offline."

"Well," She shot a look at him, "We still have maneuvering thrusters, right? To maintain orbit? Adjust our orientation with those."

"Uh, roger that, Skip."

She frowned again, glancing at the main screen. The hull cameras displayed the battles waging out in orbit. That unknown, partially invisible MCA crossed blades with the larger, black and yellow MCA that the Lieutenant had called 'Hornet'. Much closer, the KIRA officer's Valkyrie exchanged beam fire with what must be Gene inside an Amazon.

He did well at the Cannon... she thought, but space combat is a whole new can of worms... I hope he knows what he's doing.

"Trajectory corrected, Skip." the navigator stated from his station. He glanced over his shoulder, "Barring complications, we'll touch down in the mountains north of Hyaka. The region is highly uninhabited due to the hostile terrain. Our landing will be rough, but satisfactory."

She knew he meant 'survivable'. No matter how they brought the Starhammer down, there was no way it would fly again. Destroyers were never designed for re-entry in the first place.

She glanced again at the screens with a scowl. That scowl quickly turned to a look of shock, just as the distant Hornet swatted its opponent's blade aside, spun, and cleaved it in two at the waist. The legs, disconnected, drifted downward, trailing motes of molten metal that quickly cooled. The lower half drifted for only a moment before it exploded. The concussion sent the torso sailing into space, trailing sparks and debris.

Much closer, the Valkyrie and Amazon continued to exchange weapons fire at range. She could see the energy crackling between the extended pylons of the assault MCA's remaining mega beam cannon, and knew he was preparing a second shot while he held off his spry opponent with vulcan and twin-beam fire.

He doesn't want Gene to get close... There's too much of a chance for that cannon to get damaged. 

But now that the Hornet wasn't engaged, it was two against one, which would give the enraged officer another chance to fire on her slowly fleeing ship. She grit her teeth, hating how helpless she felt.

"...Jackie?" The voice caught her off guard. It belonged to the injured Doctor. She sounded tired.

"What is it, Aki?" she replied tentatively. Must be the anesthetic.

"I'm starting to think going into space wasn't the right thing to do."

"Yeah." Jackie had to hold back a laugh. And this was Gene's idea, too. "We'd better not rub it in, or Gene could get more annoying then usual."

"I've got a very bad feeling..." She seemed strained, "Just promise me he'll come back."

"Who, Gene?" Jackie seemed perplexed, glancing at the speakers in the overhead, "Don't go crazy on me. We both know even the Cannon couldn't kill that bastard."

"Just promise me..." A bit of insistence in that voice. But she sounded so worn out. Maybe she wasn't anesthetized?

"I promise Gene will be back," She glanced at the screen, wincing suddenly at the image she saw there. The Amazon, losing ground against the Hornet's plasma blade and beam weaponry. She could tell how difficult it was for the pilot to fight in that environment, especially when he had to dodge spears of light from the Hornet and the backpedaling Valkyrie.

Backpedaling towards the Starhammer.

"He's tough as Ferro-Titanium and twice as ornery," Jackie assured after a moment. She hid the uncertainty in her voice. She had to, for Aki's sake.

"Okay..." The two-way cut off, and the raccoon sighed quietly. This was going badly. Very badly.

--

"Special gun shell no help now!" the female pilot shouted. Gene barely managed to block her attack with his own plasma saber, locking the two MCAs together in a pitched battle of power. Growling, he shot a glare at the pristine image of the enemy machine's pilot.

"You sure are calm," he muttered between breaths. He hadn't counted on space combat being so damned hard. His radar sphere flashed, and he broke away from the Hornet in time for a fierce blue beam to lance right between them. Great, that KIRA officer was still involved.

"No good to lose temper, silly bounty hunter." the female chided. She bared perfect, needle-tipped teeth, and her MCA closed the distance. Gene moved for another defensive strike, realizing all too late the attack with the bulky plasma sword was a feint. The Hornet's free fist swung upward, smashing soundly into its smaller opponent's chest plate.

Letting out a shout as the cockpit jerked, slinging his body against the straps like a rag doll, Gene fought to regain control. This one fights dirty. What that realization, he twisted around another bolt from the fleeing Valkyrie. Teeth bared, Gene reached his MCA's arm backward, snatching the energy rifle from its mount and leveling it to fire after the assault armor.

"No no!" the oriental woman shouted, "No long, only short!" She lashed out, forcing him to move away from the heavy Hornet lest her plasma edge slice his weapon arm free. "I good at close combat. No like long weapon. Long weapon no fun, aiya?"

"Why the hell should I care?" Gene shot at her, "I'm just leveling the playing field." He flexed the Amazon's wings, shooting off after the Valkyrie with the Hornet hot on his heels.

"You no fun bounty hunter!" the feline raged, "No fun at all! First you hurt purple girl Master wants. Then you no fight with me."

"Not..." Gene blinked, perplexed, "What the hell are you on about, woman? I've got priorities too!" He twisted in his flight, unfolding the shoulder-mounted vulcans and peppering the pursuing MCA with small-caliber rounds. The effect was minimal, he noted, if there was any at all.

Made of sterner stuff, this Hornet mk.II.

God, he hated that.

"Give me purple girl or I kill with no fight at all!" The woman sounded serious this time, but she didn't answer his question. She ignored the vulcan fire, but when he raised the rifle, the vicious MCA put on more speed. It shot past the Amazon as if it were standing still, lashing out with its melee weapon.

"...Great." was all Gene managed to say, staring in mild surprise as the rifle his MCA had been carrying fell neatly in two pieces. The edges of the slash glowed the same angry red as the gashes he had made in that Valkyrie down on Yotire. He blinked at something.

She's a cat. And not a particularly intelligent one, by the looks of it.

He grinned, whirling his Amazon to a halt. The Hornet spun as well, flaring its thrusters to come to a stop a short distance away. Ducking back, he grasped for the tail-blade, simultaneously disabling the Amazon's palm electrodes. When the weapon disengaged, rather then stiffening, the servos simply disconnected.

It looked like a length of silver ribbon, glinting in the harsh deep-space sunlight. Shutting down the plasma blade in the other hand, Gene focused simply on waving the glimmering strip of Ferrite slowly back and forth. He was rewarded by the female pilot's image sliding slowly from one side to the other. Nodding once, he released it in a spiral. Immediately, the Hornet shot after the disabled tail, and Gene ducked under the charging MCA, chasing after the dwindling Valkyrie and the Starhammer, which now resembled a glimmering star chasing a red comet.

--

"Just a moment longer," Fland muttered darkly, eyes narrowed at his screens, "Just a little closer..." He glanced at his rear-view, blinking once in disbelief. He thrust himself forward, glaring at the screen as the Hornet shot after some tiny strand of tinsel, and the Amazon darted under it and after him.

"No!" he shouted angrily, banging his fists on the console, "No! No! No! NO!"

This bounty hunter was proving most ingenious, and incredibly resourceful. Fland growled darkly, his tantrum over with for now.

"He's pressuring me. How annoying."

--

Not enough time!

That phrase ran through Gene's mind as he shot full-speed after the Valkyrie. There wasn't enough time for him to close the gap before that crazy officer would get a chance to fire on the Destroyer. It could survive re-entry, he figured, but not with a gaping hole in it like what that beam cannon would cause.

Not to mention there was a chance that gaping hole would include the medical deck, where Aki was.

He forced that thought to the back of his mind. He didn't need to think about the skunk woman right now. Just how he intended to stop the Valkyrie with no beam rifle and knowing how useless Vulcan rounds are against the heavy armor. And not enough time to get close enough to use the beam sword.

...Wait.

He recalled earlier in the battle, when he was just launching. The female pilot in the cloaked MCA had thrown her plasma blade weapon like a missile. He glanced at the readouts, frowning grimly.

Of course. Plasma blades are self-powered with a battery pack or something. The palm electrodes are just for the ferrite in the tail blade...

He grinned.

I just need to do what she did. Should be like throwing a knife, right?

The distance closed. He could see the energy crackling between the remaining beam cannon's pylons, noted how thick the bolts were as they shot between the parallel planes, and knew it meant it was close to firing.

This is it...

Gene reared his MCA back, activating the plasma blade it still held, and flung the weapon as hard as the machine would allow. The action created a spin, spiraling the discarded weapon in a sort of surreal crescent of yellow-blue. He had tried to aim to sever the remaining weapon.

What happened caused him to stare in a mix of disbelief and surprise.

--

"Yes! You can't stop me now, Gene DeLovarin." Fland shouted. Twin green circles appeared on his main screen, and he aligned them on the red-hot Starhammer with a sadistic grin.

"You couldn't get close enough to use what few weapons you have left," he stated, "And now, your little friends are dead. Doesn't that make you feel so very content with yourself? Knowing that you've failed them?"

He wasn't talking to anyone, his communicator had been knocked out when the cloaked MCA's rogue forearm sliced off the portion of the Valkyrie's pack containing the now-missing beam cannon and the radio transceiver. Grinning darkly, allowing himself a sadistic chuckle and slammed the fire control.

Immediately, the cockpit jerked violently and an alarm sounded. Shooting a glare at his instruments, the fox blinked in surprise.

WARNING. BATTERY CONTACT NOT FOUND. SEQUENCE UNABLE TO ABORT. ENERGY DISCHARGE IMMINENT.

"...I always knew it would happen in space..." Fland muttered finally, closing his eyes. "So quiet. So pristine. So ..." The word caught in his throat for a moment, and he opened his eyes to angry, narrow slits, "...Perfect."

Fland Jackson bared his teeth in a feral grin, starting to laugh.

--

The Valkyrie's unique 'backpack' flared, shooting angry crimson light out through the openings in its armor where the beam mounts used to be. Cracks shot through the larger plates of its ferro-titanium armor, and the optics disintegrated entirely, emitting similar beams of red. There was no explosion, no grand pyrotechnic finale. The result simply hung there in space, and Gene stared quietly at it for a long moment. He didn't have to guess what happened to the pilot.

"Gene!" A voice on the radio. It sounded like Jackie. He glanced down at his console, blinking once. Her face appeared beside the female pilot of the Hornet, who seemed distracted and was ignoring him.

"Jackie, I won't be able to re-dock." He could tell things were going to hell behind her. Klaxons blared, and the lighting flicked to red even as he watched. When she spoke again, her voice was distorted.

"We'll be landing in the mountains near Hyaka." she said, "The ship'll be trashed, but we should all survive it just fine. Re-enter on your own, ditch the MCA, and meet us where we met WhiteWolf."

"Sure thing."

"Aiya!" the female pilot suddenly shouted. Gene glanced at her screen, blinking once at the feline's look of sudden realization. Her image abruptly vanished, and he could see the Hornet darting towards the surface, a tiny red streak against the vast oceans of Yotire.

"...And Jackie?"

"Yeah?"

"Be careful." He closed his eyes as he said this, opening them after a moment to look at the raccoon's image, "And be careful with Aki, too. Remember, she's injured."

"I will," she stated with a firm nod. He found it comical, only now noticing the combination cap she was suddenly wearing. She leaned towards the screen, peering at him, and added, "That goes for you, too."

"You know me," And he grinned.

"That's what worries me." She cut the transmission there, and Gene swung the Amazon into a re-entry vector that would bring him down near the tiny mountain town.

Returning to Hyaka. I wonder if the old man is still there.

--

He stepped into his office, turning quickly and locking the door behind him. Muttering to himself, Grand Admiral Kageyama drew a hand across his brow. Reporters have made a sport out of harassing him since the incident the night before, bombarding him with questions regarding the battle in orbit that resulted in the crash landing of the Starhammer. A clearing throat behind him made him spin, locking eyes with the slight figure seated comfortably on the edge of his desk.

"...Ah, miss Koito." He forced a grin, "Persistent as always."

"I keep telling you, Admiral, please just call me Lois." The leopard rewarded his grin with a winning smile, and he found himself relaxing.

It's okay. Relax. But don't drop your guard.

"I suppose you're here about the Starhammer," he stated, moving through the darkened office. He gestured one of the seats as he passed them, turning his own large chair and preparing to place himself in it. When he noticed the woman had declined, he remained standing.

"That's one reason," Lois stated quietly. For once, she didn't have that telltale noise of a tape recorder. She shifted her position to keep her eyes locked on him, placing a hand on her hip.

Interesting.

"Then," Kagawa folded his hands behind his back, "Why are you in my office?"

"Resurrection." That reply broke his calm demeanor, and he stared at her in silent surprise.

How did a civilian..?

"Why are you so against it?" Lois demanded, "If my sources are correct, it'd be a new golden age for Toshins all over the system." Not getting an answer from the shocked Admiral, she continued, "And if you don't like the idea, why not just shoot the plan down instead of the person who thought it up?" She blinked, leaning forward and jabbing his chest with a fingertip, "Don't just stand there, answer me!"

"How did you come by this information?" the Admiral demanded suddenly, his expression hardening, "That is all well beyond your level of clearance." The reporter blinked, growling. Before she could speak, he held up a hand to silence her. "I have no obligation to answer your questions. This conversation never took place. You were never here."

"Like hell I was never here, Kagawa," He blinked again. She had never called him by his first name like that before. Always curt and professional. Lois continued, obviously irritated, "And you didn't answer my question. You know you can trust me not to spread the word if you don't want me to. Just tell me why you're doing this."

He fell silent, pondering a way to word things. After a moment, she added something he hadn't heard in the report.

"I know that a Valkyrie was part of the team that brought down the Starhammer, along with that experimental MCA that's been seen at Termini Industries' MCA Hanger in Kyoto." She seemed almost to be pleading now, "Just tell me what is going on. I've always known you as a just Grand Admiral, and I like to think your decisions are what is best, but this just doesn't make sense."

"Resurrection..." Kagawa stated solemnly, "...is like Pandora's box." He gestured, "We don't really know what's going to happen if we open it."

"That's not true!"

"It may be a golden era like you say,” he continued, his voice growing cold, "Or it may spark a civil war, which is something I would rather avoid. With today's technologies, a lot of Toshins would die. It may even result in our extinction. I will not be the Grand Admiral responsible for that sort of tragedy."

“But...” She shook her head, closing her eyes, “Isn’t it worth the risk?”

“Miss Koito, you are dismissed,” Kagawa stated sternly, fixing a hard expression on her, “Nothing we’ve discussed is to leave this room. Do you understand?”

“This is the real you, isn’t it?” she muttered, straightening. He blinked, dropping his arms to his sides, “This is the real Kagawa Kageyama. You bastard...” She shot a look at him over one shoulder, “You cold-hearted bastard. You do like her idea. You’re just jealous because she came up with it before KIRA did.”

“Now see here, Miss Koito...” He could feel his fists tightening, “I will not have a Toshin citizen disrespecting me in my own office.”

“Looks like I’m right, then,” she muttered, “And you can guarantee that, in eight hours, all of Yotire will know as well. Goodbye, Grand Admiral.” She waved absently over one shoulder, moving for the door.

“Miss Koito!” He shouted, but she ignored him, “Don’t do something you’re going to regret, Miss Koito!”

She slammed the door behind her.

Gritting his teeth, the Admiral slumped into his chair, propping his cheek on one elbow. He tapped up his in-desk console with his free hand, pulling up the front desk. The screen flickered to an image of a young mink ensign, surprised to hear from the highest echelon.

“A-Admiral! How may I help you?” She quickly collected herself.

“There should be a civilian SNN reporter coming down the elevator soon.” he stated calmly, “Have Security escort her to the brig when she arrives.”

“Yes, Admiral. Of course!”

He cut the connection, bringing his hand up to massage his brow with thumb and forefinger.

What a mess...

--

WhiteWolf most definitely was there when Gene arrived, though nobody else occupied the abandoned building. The blind old lupine sat where he had the day they first met him, his hands folded neatly on the tabletop, his eyes closed.

"Welcome back, mister DeLovarin." he stated in that same even tone. Unsurprised, Gene seated himself and opened his mouth to speak. WhiteWolf interrupted him with a raised hand, adding, "Doctor Shizouka and Sergeant Vasquez have not arrived."

"Fine." the mink stated, leaning back and propping his feet up, "You've seen everything and all that crap, right?" He inclined his head; "Tell me about this black cat woman that keeps following me."

"A cat woman?" The wolf inclined his head slightly, empty eyes opening, "Please, tell me more."

"She's on a mission or something," Gene explained, "Every time I run into her, she talks about how she-" He attempted to mimic the female's voice, "'Must bring purple girl back to master'."

"Oh," the old man stated quietly. He angled his blank gaze downward thoughtfully, "I believe I know who you are talking about..." Then, WhiteWolf turned his head slightly to one side and stated, "Miss Nakano?"

A shadow detached from the walls behind the wolf, eyes gleaming in the faint light. A definite female figure approaching the pair. She stopped just outside the circle of light surrounding the table Gene and WhiteWolf sat at, raising her hand into the light. Perfectly manicured claws and a neatly tailored sleeve over a slender forearm.

Gene blinked, leaping to his feet and reaching for his pistol. Her profile unsettled him, and the glow from her eyes only added to it. But the handgun she held was what really bothered him.

"I'm sorry, mister DeLovarin." WhiteWolf stated quietly, "She is very ... persuasive."

"I have girl now," the woman stated in her broken English, "So you no good anymore."

"Let her go," Gene growled. He was locked in the act of drawing his own pistol, though didn't pull it out completely. Doing so would likely provoke the woman into gunning him down before he got a chance to do the same to her.

"You trick me!" the feline shouted suddenly, "That no good end for fight. You boring to play with." As she spoke, Gene noticed another shadow rising slowly behind her. His eyes narrowed. Reinforcements? "So I get rid of you!"

She raised the weapon, sighting along the barrel. Those glowing points in the shadows narrowed, and he could see the gleam of her teeth, lips pulled into a nasty smile. Then he noticed the shadow behind her raising a long, slim object, then bringing it down on the back of her head with a resounding crack!

Gene dropped as her gun went off, feeling the bullet buzz past his ear like an angry insect. Landing on his hands, he flipped forward to his feet, drawing his firearm in the process and placing it firmly against the startled feline's forehead.

Her look of pained surprise vanished to disbelief. Gene's serious expression broke into his usual grin.

"I truly must apologize, miss Nakano," WhiteWolf stated as he retook his seat. He placed his cane on the tabletop in front of him, tracing his fingers along the splintered wood. It hadn't broken completely, though the sturdy wood had cracked and bent from the impact, "But I simply cannot allow you to eliminate mister DeLovarin."

"And nothing's stopping me from eliminating her." Gene muttered darkly. He squeezed the trigger, though the feline burst into movement. Quick as lightening, she swatted the firearm upward, the round going wild. Exploding into motion, the black cat launched herself out the door.

"I get you back for insult! Aiyaaaa!"

"Apparently," WhiteWolf stated quietly, "She's the one stopping you from that." Sullenly, he slid his cane aside, folding his hands on the tabletop. As Gene slammed his fists on the refinished surface, the wolf remained serene. "Things have become very grave, indeed, mister DeLovarin. You need to act quickly. I will tell you where you need to be, and when."

--

My head... What happened..? 

Aki's eyes opened slowly, rewarded with muted light. She became quickly aware that she'd been blindfolded. She rested on her side on a cold metal floor, her ankles and wrists bound tightly.

...Where am I? Gene! Where's Gene?!

"So. You're awake." A cold voice stated. The tone alone sent chills down her spine, and she turned her head towards the source, though she obviously couldn't see him. "It took you long enough."

"R…Ryo Ishikawa..."

"Guilty, as charged." He stated in a slick tone. Boots, or perhaps hard-soled dress shoes, approached across the metal flooring, "You've proven quite a challenging person to find, Doctor Shizouka."

"What do you want?" Her voice sounded hollow, her attempts to hide her fear obviously failing.

"My ultimate goals are not your concern." He stated evenly. The footsteps stopped immediately before her. She could smell the polish and patent leather. "For now, I'll settle for a little chat, Doctor. Your medical records are most fascinating."

"Th-that's private! You don't have the right to-"

"I have every right." She heard papers shuffling, and struggled to sit herself up. A shifting sound behind her alerted her to the presence of another person aside from herself and Ryo. A booted foot thumped into her wounded side, sparking a sudden cry of pain.

"Behave." A male voice stated. A heavy mechanical undertone masked his actual voice, though she couldn't help but find it familiar somehow. Pushing that to the back of her mind, Aki focused on willing the pain away, while Ryo chuckled quietly. She could hear him pacing serenely back and forth.

"It seems you developed Kosloffsky Syndrome at a young age." Ignoring her obvious embarrassment, "Oh my, a severe case, too. Your scent glands had to be removed at the age of seven." He clucked his tongue at that, "Tragic." The condescending tone he used was nothing short of maddening.

"No natural defenses." the mechanical voice muttered in a dark tone, "That explains so much." A distinct venting sound, and heated air washed over her cheek. The robot-voice lurked much closer now, "Even when we met face-to-face, you didn't spray once. You must feel so helpless." A chuckle, as Mecha-Man backed off, "Simply delightful."

"Tsk," Ryo clucked, "Do mind yourself, Lieutenant, or I'll put you back where I found you."

"I do thank you for the enhancements, and I'll back down." Heavy steps rattled away, "For now. There’s an insect I need to deal with… and he should be arriving shortly." Metal creaked, and Aki could hear a door shutting with a distinct chunk, which dulled his fading laughter to almost nothing instantly.

...A water-tight door...I must be on a ship of some kind... Gene, where are you?

"Enough toying around." Ryo stated sharply. His pacing ceased, "The Gamma-series. Tell me about it."

"Guh..." Aki forced out, borrowing a line from Gene's repertoire, "...Go to Hell." The swift kick in her wounded side made her regret it almost instantly.

"Tell me why the microbes won't reproduce, woman." He demanded, his tone less professional, more sinister then before. "They only devour and die. Tell me what you've done to them!"

--

"Ryo has Aki in his clutches. He will not, however, bring her to Termini Industries. Detaining a kidnapped woman there holds too much risk for a man of his influence and power. He'll have her brought to an installation that is not affiliated with Termini Industries or KIRA."

"Like what?"

"In the bay, constantly circling, is an old vessel from Yotire's disbanded surface Navy. The TIS Wraith serves as Ryo's private hideaway for many of his less-than-legal activities. Its route is rarely crossed by commercial traffic, and is often overlooked by even the military. The ship itself used to service and launch rotary-wing aircraft."

"And you're saying she's on that ship? Where can I find it?"

Gene muttered to himself, huddled out of sight at the zenith of the Kyoto-Yasu suspension bridge. Rain fell in sheets from black clouds, as yet another vicious rainstorm pounded uselessly at the Toshin-made marvels. Crouching in the leeward side of one of the bridge's huge towers, he raised a set of binoculars to his eyes, peering into the driving rain. He couldn't see any lights, but the telltale silhouette and foghorn told him what was coming.

"At approximately 4:30 AM, when the morning fog is at its thickest, the Wraith will pass under the bridge at the JA-13 point. Your best chance of boarding the vessel is then. Drop onto the flight deck from the bridge. I'm afraid I can't offer more then that. However, you are a resourceful man..."

"Yeah, I'll figure something out."

Muttering again, he raised to his feet, discarding his rain-slicker to reveal the parachute on his back. From this height... He smirked, quickly frowning again as the dark shape passed below. Closing his eyes, he jumped, yanking the ripcord.

Damnit, you'd better be alright, Aki.

No sooner had he deployed the parachute did Gene find himself yanked aside by the storm's winds. Shouting in surprise, he yanked the release, slinging the pack away from himself. DAMN! That was useless! In the midst of trying to find a way to avoid becoming a smear, Gene landed heavily on something across his midsection. Letting out a grunt, he clung to it while he tried to get his bearings.

...Of course... The ship's mast!

Clambering down the radio mast was a simple matter, and Gene forced himself into the ship's top-most level. The bridge should be up here somewhere. He muttered to himself, drawing his pistol slowly. He discarded his rain-soaked trench coat, tucking a fistful of dull blue shells into his pants pockets and slinging the shotgun over one shoulder.

A regular Rambo.

The thought made him laugh. Truth was, that heavy coat would only get in the way in these confined spaces. An ancient vessel, breathing room wasn't something the Wraith could afford. The creepy thing was the total lack of guards. Creeping down the superstructure, level by level, Gene encountered no security at all. Every door he tried was locked or bolted, save the ladders leading down to the next deck.

At the point that must have been level with the main flight deck, Gene found a snag. The ladder leading down had been bolted, while the watertight door opening out into that hellish storm wasn't locked in any way. Grumbling to himself, the bounty hunter shifted himself, pushing the doors open and stepping out into the driving rain once again.

The sound of wind and water filled his ears as he pushed forward to the next set of doors, though something seemed out of place. A heavy thwhip-thwhip-thwhip stood out over the storm. 

Something overhead... Over the side?

Instinct told him to dive, and he did. Heavy caliber rounds drilled into the armored hull where he'd been standing a moment ago, and he caught sight of a sleek helicopter banking away over the waves. Scrambling to his feet, fighting to maintain balance, Gene darted for the doors. More gunfire cut him off, and he peered towards the aircraft, now hovering sideways against the wind. A loudspeaker mounted to the chopper crackled to life, and a mechanized voice - Somewhat familiar, but not - roared over the storm.

"I think not, mister DeLovarin! If you want to get to the lower decks, you'll have to take me out first! It'll be just like before!" The roaring laugh that followed raised Gene's hackles, and he unslung his shotgun.

"Who are you?!" he demanded, "How do you know me?!" Sure, he'd run into people before who seemed to know who he was. He had that kind of reputation as a superior bounty hunter. But this has just been getting ridiculous, now. Everyone that's out to kill him seems to know who he is, these days, while he's never seen them before.

God, he hated that.

"It's a fascinating story." The robotic voice taunted, "I'll tell you sometime over tea and biscuits. But for now, be a good little rat and die!" The chopper swiveled, its nose-mounted chain gun flaring to life. Gene dove out of the line of fire, catching onto a railing just in time to avoid being swept over the side. He still clung to his shotgun, though he'd lost track of the pistol when he made the jump.

"How come this always seems to happen to me?" he muttered under his breath, leveling his sawed-off at the hovering silhouette and unleashing both barrels. Obscured in smoke, the chopper's pilot let out a shout of anger, and the vehicle darted forward of the ship, righting itself so that it flew straight on rather then sideways.

His arm hooked around the railing, Gene popped the stock, ejecting the spent shells and inserting a new pair despite chilled fingers. He had to get inside. Fast. Or this storm would sap all his strength. He knew well enough that even a small amount of damage to the rotors of a helicopter would take it down, no matter how fearsome the weaponry it carried.

Picking himself up, the mink worked his way towards the forward doors, keeping an ear out for the telltale sound of the attack chopper's rotors. All was relatively quiet - Given the storm - right up until he rested his free hand on the door's lever. Gunfire erupted behind him, and he dropped. Weapons fire bored into the door itself, then jerked sideways, carving a trench into the hull. Accompanied by laughter, heavy-caliber shells bit into the deck, forcing Gene to move further forward.

The unknown pilot knew his stuff, and he was a dirty bastard about it, to boot. Forced out into the open of the main flight deck, Gene held his sawed-off close. Without the pistol, this was his only weapon at the moment, and that chopper still stalked him. It used the stormy conditions to mask its sound for sneak attacks...

And now that I'm in the open, away from the superstructure...there!

He dove, and flame erupted where he stood seconds before. Missiles. Gene landed hard on the deck, rolling onto his back. Only taking a second to aim, he fired both barrels again, rewarded immediately by a series of explosions and loud SPANGGG sounds as shrapnel bit into the spinning rotors. Engines revved to their maximum and beyond, and he could see the aircraft spiraling down onto the forward part of the flight deck. It landed heavily, smoking and on fire despite the rain.

Ignoring it, Gene whirled and jumped down into the hole created in the deck by the missile impact.

--

Gene...

"I do so hate to stoop to this level, Doctor, but you see, this is very important." Ryo Ishikawa's sinister voice stated. He had pulled her upright during the discussion, for whatever reason. "You're a little girl attempting to boss around the big boys. I'm afraid that simply is not going to happen."

"I'm not...telling you anything." Aki muttered quietly.

"Your resolve is remarkable." Ryo stated, false admiration dripping through his voice, "But I will not be denied." A thick hand wrapped about her throat, lifting her easily. "I could always kill you."

"B-but..." Aki choked out, struggling weakly.

"Removing research drives is a simple matter once the owner is deceased." He stated matter-of-factly, accurately guessing what she was trying to say. His grip tightened.

Oh god... He's going to kill me...

"Or." He stated flatly, suddenly releasing her. "You can tell me what I want to know." He seemed to revel in her pained coughing and gasps.

"You'd never..." Aki muttered between coughs, "...Decrypt the data..."

"Really?" He stated darkly. She could feel him looming over her now, perhaps with his arms folded, "Don't make me test your theory, Doctor. It won't be pretty."

"Security Alert!" The klaxons blared to life, and the greasy presence of Ryo almost seemed to disappear instantly. "Security Alert! All hands not involved stand by."

...Gene...

--

Needles ricocheted off steel walls, and Gene pulled himself tighter into the alcove he hid himself within. Without his pistol, he had to rely on the shotgun, and he vividly recalled having only three shells left after the battle with that helicopter. And without a weapon, he’d be as good as dead.

Persistent little…

Growling, he crouched as best he could, arcing his weapon’s angry muzzle around his makeshift cover and firing both barrels. The deafening blast rewarded him with shouts of surprise and pain. Immediately, the gunfire ceased, and he moved. Leaping from his cover, the bounty hunter dashed forward, bowling over a surprised survivor with his shoulder.

Rolling with the impact, Gene snatched up a discarded Needlegun. Coming up on one knee, he brought the weapon to his shoulder, firing a burst at a second standing guard before he managed to return the favor. Before the uniformed wolf even collapsed, Gene whipped about, gunning down the feline he’d knocked over.

Standing, he frisked the two bodies, plus the three who’d gone down to his shotgun, for more Needlegun ammunition. Acquiring a handful of the compact clips, he stood and tucked them into his belt. Hefting the weapon, he smirked.

This’ll have to do. Don’t have much else.

Whirling, Gene darted down the corridor leading deeper into the vessel. Having no idea where he was headed, all he could do was guess which directions to turn when the corridor split off. A wrong turn landed him directly in the line of fire of two patrolling guards, though his quick reflexes cut the surprised Toshins down at the knees before they managed to get off a shot. Crouching, he snatched one by the collar while he swatted their weapons away with his free hand.

“Where are prisoners kept?” Gene demanded, shaking the wolf sharply.

“The brig’s destroyed…” came the pained reply, “Keep’em… in the aft hanger storeroom…” Gene shook him again, shouting.

”Tell me where that is!”

“Aft room… Off the hanger… Just go aft…”

Gene reared back his fist, slugging his victim into unconsciousness before rising. Checking his Needler for a full clip, he darted in the indicated direction. Gene found himself facing a downward-leading ladder. Before he could even set foot on it, needles sparked off the armored hull in front of him.

Staggering backward, he managed to prevent the barbed projectiles from burying into his arms. He could hear the guards below shouting orders. Muttering to himself, Gene thrust his weapon down the opening and opened fire, spraying needles back and forth. The orders gave way to shouts of surprise and panic, followed by myriad sounds of pain.

Can’t take the heat, stay outta the fire.

Smirking to himself, Gene slung his Needler over his shoulder and grasped the ladder’s rails, sliding down to the next level. Kicking off, he whirled and darted down the corridor, reloading his Needler with a fresh clip along the way. Leaping the doorframes – Watertight doors whose frames stood out from the floor several inches – Gene found himself inside a huge space. Easily half the length of the ship itself, and two or three levels high. This huge room was well lit, and dotted with derelict heavy lifting MCAs. A single, mint-condition W.A.S.P. security MCA crouched near the closed bay doors at the extreme rear.

Must be the hanger… That storeroom should be up here somewhere.

Gene stepped away from the forward bulkheads, glancing about the hanger as he moved through it. He couldn’t see any guards, but something had his nerves on edge. Something simply didn’t feel right. A servo sound caught his ear, and the bounty hunter ducked forward on instinct. Something heavy caught the strap of his Needlegun, yanking the weapon from his grasp and causing him to spin off to one side, rolling away.

Stopping on his back, Gene received a rather good look at his enemy. The W.A.S.P. MCA had activated itself, and now towered over him. It raised one hand, still dangling the Needler by its strap. Baring his teeth, Gene leapt to the side, avoiding the fist’s downward strike. He landed prone, scrabbling to his feet and making a run for it.

Shit, shit, SHIT. No weapons against an MCA! Not good!

“Running away?” a voice asked. The tone made Gene halt, and he turned his head over one shoulder, glaring at the MCA as it stormed slowly towards him. “You had so much more pep and vigor topside.”

“You.” Gene stated darkly, “You’re the guy who was piloting that chopper, aren’t you?” He turned slowly, subtly removing his shotgun from its hip harness while it was out of the MCA’s line of sight.

“Guilty, as charged,” the pilot stated. Gene noted the enemy hadn’t drawn out any weapons, and recalled most W.A.S.P. units only had an anti-MCA electrical baton as a weapon.

No reason to get cocky…

“Tell me something,” Gene stated, his arms folded behind his back. Discreetly, he popped the shotgun’s stock, slowly removing its spent shells and keeping them tucked subtly in the palm of his hand. “How did you survive the chopper crash?” He shifted his grip, shoving that last remaining shell into the weapon’s stock.

“I don’t like to brag,” the voice stated, “But then, I’ve survived a great deal of things most people wouldn’t.” The voice sounded insidious, and more familiar then ever before now. Gene simply growled at his inability to place whom it belonged to.

“You know me.” Gene added, “How?” He shifted his grip again, tucking the sawed-off into his waiting strong arm.

“I’m shocked!” the mystery pilot declared, the W.A.S.P. coming to a stop, looming over the bounty hunter, “We’ve spent so much time together and you can’t even recognize me?” The MCA raised its fists, “Fine! I’ll meet you face to face, after I crush your spine!”

“I don’t have time for this!” Gene declared. He dropped those spent shells, snapping his shotgun out from behind his back and thrusting it up towards the W.A.S.P.’s face. Narrowing his eyes, he pulled the trigger, unleashing that last shell into the MCA’s upper torso. Whirling immediately, he tossed the spent shotgun aside and darted away, avoiding the twin fists that crashed down where he’d been moments before.

“You insect!” the voice shouted in anger. Gene spared a glance, noting the explosive shot had sheared his large enemy’s head off completely. A brief smirk vanished when the machine reached up, grasping its chest plate firmly and tearing it off, ripping the cockpit open like a sardine can. Inside, he caught a glimpse of the pilot – A horrid amalgamation of Toshin and Machine. 

Gene had heard about Total Conversions before. Toshins who’d been the victims of such horrible industrial accidents that most of their body had to be discarded and replaced with supportive cybernetics. Hell, a few of his bounties were Partial Conversions. This guy used to be a canine at some point, though only half his face still held any organic appearance. The rest of his face and upper body was entirely machine, mouth twisted in a horrible grin.

“No matter how resourceful you think you are, DeLovarin, I’ll crush you like the insect you are!”

A Conversion after his hide, at the helm of an MCA, and he had no weapons left to defend himself with.

God, he hated that.

--

"Mister DeLovarin has a mission, and he himself must fulfill it. Doctor Shizouka is not in danger; do not worry about her. There is something you must do. There is someone you must find, and get on your side.

"Who?"

"Travel to Lopwa."

“The capital city? Why? Who am I looking for?”

“KIRA has detained someone we need; a young woman with the Scramble News Network. We will need her in the future, for what must be done. Her name is Lois Koito.”

“The SNN field reporter?"

“Yes. You will find her beneath the KIRA Towers. Hurry, there isn’t much time.”

Jackie frowned to herself as she glared up at the sleek Kleersteel exterior of the twin KIRA Towers. Thick clouds obscured the uppermost floors, and pummeled the lower sections with thick, driving rains. She knew from classes as a child that both towers were over a hundred stories tall, with a huge causeway between them that spanned the uppermost floors. The entire interior of this band stored MCAs and fighter craft, with the launch pads marking the tops of the towers. With foundations extending almost as deep underground as the towers reached into the sky, they had little to worry about from the elements in Lopwa’s earthquake-free region.

Tearing her eyes from the sight, she shoved her way past some exiting officers, into the dry refuge of the main lobby. Here, she removed the disposable poncho she’d been wearing, and dropped it in one of the lobby trashcans. Since the StarHammer crashed, Jackie had opted to dump her tattered Termini Security uniform in favor of something from the crashed vessel.

This also happened to be the chief reason none of the officers she pushed past had raised any trouble over ‘disrespect’. She’d donned the dress uniform from the crashed ship’s captain’s wardrobe, and held that same battered combination cover under one arm in a formal fashion.

I don’t like penguin suits too much, but like this, I’ll at least have some freedom to explore the place and find that reporter without raising suspicion.

As she examined the heavily decorative foyer of the southern Tower – The fluted pillars and black marble tiles, the gold grouting between each dark square, the flickering 3-D images on the walls depicting KIRA officials. She leaned her head back to peer at the ceiling, blinking in surprise. The entire roof appeared to be gone – Covered by a very convincing panorama of the evening sky as seen from space.

The shift her body made to look up clinched the uniform down on her bust and midsection, which forced Jackie to adjust her posture again while trying not to flinch.

At least that captain wasn’t too much smaller then me.

“Excuse me, ma’am,” A cheerful voice queried. “May I help you?” Jackie jumped, shooting a look at its source: the receptionist, a uniformed mink in a less ornate variant of her own uniform. Jackie noted the lapel pins were small silver rods, rather then the star-like design on hers. Composing herself, she nodded.

“Yes, actually.” Jackie cleared her throat as she approached, trying to find the right way to word what she wanted to say. “I’m with the primary disciplinary detachment out of Kyoto City. I’ve got orders to interrogate a civilian who’s been detained here.”

“A civilian detainee?” the receptionist seemed surprised, “Um, yes. Just a moment.” She leaned back and pulled up her desk’s console, tapping away. She didn’t take long before looking up again, “I’m sorry, Ma’am, but we don’t have any record of any civilians detained here.”

“Well,” Jackie stated firmly, leaning forward, “Check again. Her name is Lois Koito, with SNN? I’m to interrogate her in matters related to her confinement.”

“Oh!” The ensign jumped at that, pushing her console away, “Yes, of course. She was checked in just yesterday, so she’s not in the system just yet.” Jackie nodded, and the receptionist continued, “So your orders probably haven’t come through to us either, I suppose.”

“Precisely.” The raccoon affirmed calmly, “Now, can you please tell me where she’s being detained? This really is quite important.”

“Of course, ma’am! Of course.” The mink sat herself back down, tapping away quietly, “She should be in Block Fourteen, cell Beta.”

“Thank you very much.” Jackie moved away from the desk then, slipping the cover back onto her head as she did so. “I’m not too keen on meeting her just yet, so I may take the scenic route.”

“Have a nice day, ma’am!”

At least now I won’t look suspicious if I don’t go there right away… All I have to do is find it…







